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Buer er uestions A.S. committee’s role
Club funding debated
Ity Edu in Garcia
Daily staff writer

After tw

limns a deka,:

funding tor clubs. Fie
I eser.titie ds
sistant to StS1’ President Gail Ful% of an
lerton quest riled the et I
A.S. committee’s pei 101111,01).v
In iesponse
WetIllesda.).
A.S. meeting. 1).in Buerger mdi
corn
cated the Special \

mince ma% need to he ie
"I think the clime boaid 1. duthe Special Alplicating the work
he said
lot:atom Con
The Lorrimittee is responsible
tequests to Fete’ mine
for re% ie%%
if campus orgarri/dtrotis asking tor
funits ale eligible \net the ,orninit
tee appro.e. d request. it is sent to

A.S.-I unded ski trip
drawing few students

packet
Folio \\ ing the debate of two4,1
three speLial allocation requests
A S ad% Ise’ Jim Cellim asked mem
tiers %%hat the Itin%firin of the Special
Allocations i’oniiiiittee is
Altei the meeting. he said. "It

the hoard is going to re% icy. pat. kets.
%%111..11 it 11;1. the right to do. then
%%hat is the iole of the Spectal \ ’location. Committee
S thiectois 11,1%e stated that
special allocations is suppose,’ to
screen appli,..ints hetore group. tace
the board of directoi. to justif% their
funding request.

Victoria

trilinson
Controller ’ictoria
who heads the Special Allii,,r1r,irr.
Committee. responileil during the

the A.S. &wool. 14, ,onsideiation
If the board appio % es Me request it

meeting. "That is %%11% I ask people
to come to (special allocation

then goes to Fullertim
To apply fitr fund.. organi/abons complete an I I -step process
outlined in the special allocation.

meetings)
.
instead ot
these people ser.rin)1 irriie
irrrd%dilable for
Johnson ),,,,
\ / ) Pack page

Ity Charlotte Banta
Daily staff writer
"NAO. 1,11 a ski nip sponsoied h% the \
lated
Students ale not selling. as vo..11 as the
S hoaid ot directors and ski Rib members epc,Ied
\ s ot
ida alteiitoon. appioiiiiatel
100 ticket.
had been sold
hudgeted 1%), I I bus loads ot

’That is why I ask
people to come to
(special allocation
meetings) . . . instead
of drilling these people
a second time.’

506 people. only t..)) buses hake been tilled to sapa.ity
The Sk)
apploa.lied the board rine month al!,
origindlly requesting .1 ’.01111 hom speoal
rent a ski iesoit
Srida Springs 111 Ille
Ne.adas

near Lake Tahoe \ ttei much debate h% hoard members
S4.5(1() w appro%ed
Some hoard members were Lomerned that the oneda% ski trip woult.1 onl% interest a select group ot stu-

Johnson,

A.S. controller

dents
’’We’re still going tii [hoe a good time... Dale said
of the Iti% student inteiest "A couple hundred college
stutient. at iiiir111.1111e.,,rt w ill he a part%
Pan
S direetor ot non naditional
minoot%
was the the onl%
\1110 %oted
against the allocation
s44 S/%1/%6. bad, page

’Tis the season
to be ripped-off,
local police say

Stormy weather

ity 1)avid !tarry
Daily staff writer
The holiday season hrings Mine
than present.. parties *mil Friiirl%
gatherings
11 also hrings an increase in
tine. .1",iirding to Rosemaly Her
’Linde/. .1 ).:11111e prekention
ith the S:111
Police 1)epait
ment.
Mine
opportunities
There are
and more despair
Hernande, said
"People who are tinemplo%ed or
derpaid are looking toi mono to buy

presents. The.%’re much mole int.,
committing strong arm robber% 4,1
burglar% to get cash. iev,t..1r% or other
thing. "

Hernander said the number ot
crimes also increases be.ause people
get caught up in the liofidd. spirit
"People are st, intent 011 going
shopping and leaing the house. the%
become careless and scurr% out %%1111
1)111
11112 a 11011 4,11. And when
the%
Inippine the% ,..ar% large

,11.11,1,on
I ’imer .
%%Mt He.
crime thir
\kil,

iiie
porimint agreed
le/ al,
the inctease ot
li,!ala%. Howe \ .

.1. to point otit that be

Louse 1",1
not in lull session chit
Mg the
and is not pail ot
shopping centet. the Lamp’, is 11,11
hit as hard I.% 4.riminal. dui mg the
holnla%,
Hien.- isn’t the same impact
here. he said
’It applies more to
the municirialities.’’
Hernande, said tier department
combat. increased come h%

public set% ice announcements to the
media
liernande, idlers se% eta! tips to
people to combat crime during the
holida%
l’se checks and Liedit card.
instead 01 ...esti
neeited. old% a
be carried
lie dwaie
III

It sash is absolutely
small amount should
ot
ell

////

:1111011111, 11
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Going fast
Only 5() Cal Bowl tickets left:
Second shipment expected this week
Dan Sweeney

Minter storms send students and faculty inside just like these students oho are sitting comfortably in the foyer of (lark library ohile

Daily staff photographer

brawl, ueather the storm. Shooers are ot%%Melting ONC N lllll
lime I lllllll rrou.
peeled to continue today hut should stop

Residents collect funds for needy families
By Karen NI. Derettii
Daily stall writer
Camille I Aoki,: 11.1, .1 1111,s11 ill
She I, if Ille it, ,011eci
to lase
sincents
1
from re sit.ence
1
to needy families 14,1 the holiday season.
The 111011e
ill he used to purpossibl%
chase food. to.s
Christmas nee. toi the handles.
"I want it, make these peoples
Christmases a little brighter. I.aHorde said. ’’It’s sad to he poor.
’,1St’ nursing stuLaRorde.
dent, has asked the fourth house ot
Hall.
the
Inter Residence
West
Joe
Hall ASS011.1i11111 .11n1 the Newman
Center to ass’s’ her in her quest
The fourth htntse of West
Hall
made tip of the I Ith and
12th floors of the building
hake
agreed to sponsor I ;diorite hy helping her make tl%ers and mita% people abinit her pritgi.iiri

’I want to make these people’s Christmases
a little brighter. It’s sad to be poor.’
LaBorde.
program coordinator

At a recent meeting. IRH A said
it would match dollar -tin -dollar the
money donated hy the residents. tip
to S."611 ’RNA has iequested that its

donation he used to hu% to%s tor the
chadrenThe program tiopt.is to pro
.ide one to% for each need% child.
I .aliorde said.
loThe Newman Center
will he
cated at IIN1 S. lOth St.
prothe distribution point for the

gram.

NON perishable food items
and the to.. %). ill he gi%en out some
lime dining the ueek Ot Dee 14. al
though 1 alioide is not sure ot the
exact date %et
People seem to he anitahle to
the idea. 1 altoide said "The ire I1).11N,
denCe
g1111t1 Idea

11101Ighl 11 W111)

The ad% iseis are assisting La
Horde h% putting tip 11%os and pro -

’noting ilie pirigidrir
I dlir rule is asking that each resident pain% mate in the program by
donating 51) %ems to SI
Ish to donate
Students %%Ito
money hut kill 1114 11\ e In One of the
se% en residence hall. may leave it in
the can at the West Hall of f ice
I.:diode got the idea for the
program attei heat mg about a similar
effort 1%. emplo.ees of the Hughes
Amid!’ Conipan% in Los Angeles

The% got togethei and donated a set
amount of flume% to a wont, pot.
which was later given to a needy
fauna% in the ale.’
The miginal date. tor donation
collection. were in iginally Dec I 8,
hut I aliorde has said she will accept
11 it people ilre
mom.% up to
’4111 11,111111g 111donate
I :Monte chose those dates het:MI.0: She ilittn’t want the progiam to
inlet fere with students’ finals

liy Karen M. 1)eren/i
Daily staff writer
SIM". first allotment of .1 H 111
Caliloinia Rim! tickets is lust about
sold out. said Ticket !Manager Ken
Botha ida%
There are prohably about 50
Hothot said. "i tidiest are
left.
going %%ell...
V,ho
Howe \ er, SPartan
haven’t bought their tickets tot the
lid.e
to
yet.
don’t
game
1)ec. 12
storm the ticket office.

’We have heen in contact (with
Fresnot and v.e \OH he getting
more... lie said.
’The Spartan Ticket (Mkt.’
located in the Men’s Co, in al lath
lia.
and San Carlos streets
tiered more tii.kets from the Cal
Howl Ticket Olt ice in Fresno they
Were Opel:led 11) ilITIVe 111 San Jose
either Enda% afternoon or sometime
today. Hothot said.
Many people hioe called the of

fice to order tickets and had them
mailed out to them.
Flowe.er. as game day approaches. Hothof suggest. that peo
ple stop by the ticket office to buy

their tickets instead of calling to
older them
We want them to en:
(tor inform:1mm). hut we won t

,thle tt, take their onto. 0%ei the
phone and 11,1%e time to mail them
MIL he ...MI
"..,..11% IC, to the point %%here
it’s too late to get I tickets I out in the
mail.’ he said.
Stalling totla). the office \sill
prohatil% no longer take orders 4,, er
the phone. Bothot said. hut he could
111)1 he stile
icket. ordered h% season ticket
holdeis and Spartan Foundatton

members
the last month v.ere
mailed out Fuestlay
lit:cause this is his nisi ea, as
manager. /ROO 11. 1111,111e 110V1 1111s
\ Cdr., *ales COI1111.11C li) 1.1,1 \
when the Spartans went to then Inst
Cal Bowl am.1 hem %limn, tOhiot
Iftmetsit% 37-7.
"I Krum that we offered more
ticket. this 1%eart than last %ear." he
sant.
The I() 1 Spartans LI:tit:heti a
Ilerth
then se, mid-L.011.e, tin% e (’al
liovil
deledime the 1 in% ersit% ot
the P.a

l’ I’. on \ o%
lie% %.1 111
1,tk in)) 1)11 1 .1,1erll
Miti comt’111\ ,1’11
pleted
4
season I, defeating
rill No%
I
Howling Green. IS I
The game begin. at I
iii at
Fresno State l’no.etsit’s

Stadium
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Abortion shouldn’t be an option
I hoe is oil,: iLlialanientai issue that oiLi.ib,.
lite is at stake
ered in the tor’, oi abortion
,.
When a woman looks at the option ot alsoition.
either going to Ilse 0, die depending on the decision she
makes.
1)uring the Sala Weddington and Phyllis Schlatly
debate Wednesda) night. man) ideas %sere posed tO1
COnSidC1.111011
Ihe right to pri
tnikk allied bah,.
sacy . and the InkailOCIIICIliC
LAW": in regard to possible loss ot lob and ditticulty
finances.
All these topics are untlerstandable concerns. They
are good. economical issues. legitimate enough to raise
to Congiess in an Mort to pioniote better family policy
in the United States Hossesei . dui ing the deflate. the
issue ot hie:tilling. lis mg being kepi liding
There \kers: a lot of seltish saatements helm: made.
comments of it’s not
There v.ere undertones
fair," and the state or people ale supposed to do this
for me...
There’s a lot that isn’t faii . and an imboni child
heing killed k1111111 In, Or her %solid, might say the saint:
But we live lite and di, the hest
And sometimes
accidents happen. lint an option in this imperfect %Am ld
shouldn’t brow right to kill a piegnamy
es.
Ansi then there’s the hahies. the tinhorn .sa.sies
I
ery one’s supposedly talking about hissibh rieopte can’t
OnC W/10 has
grasp the idea of a being ss ohm a W01111,
rights or needs because it san’t necessarily be seen or
felt
have
Okay. that’s lair _Rut What opinion nip,2hi
if the nest aboition to he pet toi med
()bllILINI. 011,
11111111.1111.11,1e NI( 011(11101MM stliitrig.
As:L.11,1mm. of iffoi,11
hase been made to
those speaking OW against ,thottion
kkell as emotional 1,11i
I ’40111111.11e1\
isn’t a technical
IlOWC%Ct.

Charlotte
Banta

Issue It is emotional and one of morality.. And while it is
not our right or purpose to judge. it is our humanity that
alloys,’ us to react with emotion anti personal ethics.
True. the issue is who has the power to decide. Flut
the play et. ins olsed shouldn’t include only the state and
a pregnant ssimian. but also a baby.
Schlatly discussed the frightening fact that your
right i lite depends on someone wanting you. under the
re:11111ot abort RM. Again we are being selfish.
\
of abortion services is a major oversight on inn society’s part. However. it isn’t the first
time the American people have let mass murders take
place ss ithout question and with slov, action. The Jewish
Holo,..iiist in the 1940s made an ettort to wipe out an entire race. ith minimal intervention from American government or people through the aid of media and interest
groups.
It will never really be known how our society could
alloss this to happen and why we didn’t take more of an
inkiest in human life. Rut then. it was 40 years ago, so
that osersight is easy to forget.
There’s
happening again, today. It’s
abortion. And it’s killing 1.5 million unborn babies a
year.

Forum Policy
Letters to the editor must bear the
writer’s name, major, phone number and
class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on
the second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall or
to the Student Union Information desk.

Letters to the Editor
Abortion should remain ’pro -choice

Fix food: forget floors

.
itives
Instead of putting thousands of dollars into remodThis letter addiesses those rightsking
as ssell ans supporters iit At, S,..111,01s . the dehator in eling the Student Union food service area. the SJSU adassii, Idle, heratsortion.
Thursday s aigument
ministration should put the money into improving the
seit mitt) the anti abortion misement ealled ’Igo lite ’
qualitv of the food. Put the money. into training the staff
Doesn’t she undo stand that the letialitv ot ahortion or into hiring better cooks
not into unecessary cossou go ott and metic "improsement.’’
makes little difference in the inattei ’
!MX W011it..11 10 Ila
outlass ahortions.
And get the university dirties and nutrition departabortions.
generall) hme a tar greater risk ot ment ins olved. I think more of us are suffering from the
complk.ations
quality of hiod than from an aging service or eating area.
( )1 coin se there suit be some lav MI %omen %Om
rence Gold
would raihei cart) a bah\ to tun min tallier than break
Junior
ICW W 011101 will be
I/LI V, Ill
that
the lass
l’ndeclared
fess and fai betsseen Iiii almost positiv c that ssonien
simpls Hat of comfort. oils e
who vs mild ’,Moo
Laieer. ss ould not he among those las%
nience
uomen
Fraternity

accused of racism, sexism

Is suis.ide illegal ’
Ally does it mattei ’ those people Mu, aie going to end
tiles ale going
oi
then liv es don’t care it it’s
to do it In the same \say . %%omen ss ho \sant an abortion
are not going to he deterred h) healer or not its legal.
You SCe.
Is 1101111C
I et

Me ask

)011

theSe MieslIoll

Simply put. those
W 110 %%ant an abortion
WII.I. and those vs
WhO don’t Wain one WON’T.
That , the meamtp,2 behind "pro-, hoke
Randy Ball
Freshman
Computer Science

Editor.
This is the first time I has e written to the Daily. but
I just couldn’t resist As I read the Dec. 3 issue, I was
struck hy the insensitivity of the "I Got Bombed ad by
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity The ad WAS for its 7th Annual
Pearl Harbor Day. Party. and it featured a WWII vintage
Zero airplane W ith a pilot inside saying "Flanrai!"
Regardless of the fact that the party is supposed to
raise money to benefit the Special Olympics, the ad was
a slap in the face to many Japanese Americans whose
families remember all too well the racist backlash follov. mg the bombing of Pearl Harbor in 1941. Then two
pages later in the same issue. the same fraternity -

under the guise of raising nioney for the same Special
Olympics was
mentioned as sponsoring the "Dream
Girl Calendar."
Much has been written in the Daily this fall semester about the pros and cons of the Greek system. While I
take no stand on either side of the issue. I do want to say
the above examples are not a mature. sensitive way to
raise funds for a svorthy cause. Racism and sexism are
important problems in our societ) and are not appropriate means to support other descry ing concerns.
Patrick Wiley
S.ISI.’ staff

And this is news?
Editor
Slow news day?
I am concerned about the front-page story on Dec
dealing with Hans Ingebretsen and his bizarre political
hopes.
Why must the Daily print a worthless story about
one of its own crackpot editors who has been staring at
his VDT a bit tixi long?
If the Daily is so hard up for news, perhaps it should
send its reporters outside the newsrooni once in a while
to find some interesting campus news.
Editor. please use better judgment in the future and
leave stories about your associate editor’s childish antics
out of the paper.
B.M. Bross!)
Senior
Public Relations

Stadium analogy not valid
Editor.
Tom Dunlap’s colunin on sports arenas contains
what I believe to be a factual error. Chicago’s Wrigle)
Field is not a downtown stadium: it is four-and -a -halt
miles north of the center of the Loop.
The principal difficulty the Chicago Tribune. current owner of the Cubs. is having in gaining approval to
install lights, aside from tradition. is that the park is situated in a largely residential neighborhood. The surrounding residents fear an ensuing deterioration of the neighnear the
unlike the fears of those
borhood not
proposed San Jose arena - with its corresponding destruction of the life quality and reduction of property values.
W.F. Gustafson
Professor, School of .Applied Arts and Sciences

’Humorous’ column appreciated

gaiStaiM27.7
SPEAiCING- CF ILIRKEYS

Editor.
I am writing to commend Toni Dunlap on doing a
good job for our paper. "No-caffeine blues" was a humorous piece. which I enjoyed. I’m glad though. that
people sometimes take offense to stories in the Daily
Their responses. more often than not. serve to enlighten
me with another point of view.
Living in an age of instantaneous electronic communication. it’s easier to sit back and watch the world go
by via satellite and VH-I. than to pick up an old fashioned lead pencil, or a keyboard if you choose. and state
what’s on your mind. The sharing of ideas through written communication is too often neglected as we gear up
for shopping. traveling. finals and taxes.
The words of men set upon paper for all to see:
that’s what it’s about. I wonder if Guttenburg could have
ever imagined how his siniple invention. the printing
press. would change and shape societies for all time to
come?
Keep up the good work. Tom. Next time I disagree.
I’ll send you some words.
Jeffrey Bullard
Junior
English

eave it to Bieber
Paige
Borgel-Bieber

Paige’s epitaph
When I die. I’d like to twe remembered toi all
the things I %valued to do but never got
around to doing. These are things like
ss iting a book and becoming rich and famous.
anything of that magnitude.
I’ve started so many things in my life. I’ve IOSt
COMB. Once I started to crochet a blanket: I set it
doss n list a minute. and now. three years later. I
base a coaster for drinks.
Another time. I started to organize my closet.
the phone rang and.
you know the end of that
story.
It seems my lite is a series of unfinished
stories. The cleaning. eercising, stop smoking.
vsere all forgotten hetore the) eker reall) got going.
Oftentimes. I think the reason I can’t finish
anything is because I couldn’t t inish anything in a
prey
life. and I don’t want to break
streak.
t Fiends tell me the reason I can’t finish
things is because I lime no dedication to projects. I
really dim’i think that’s the reason. because when I
t limb something. I can.
absolutely hiie
Maybe that’s ss hat I need
deadlines!
God knoss I can do any thing under deadline
pressure. This column is t hushed more times at
2:30. only 311 minutes betore deadline. than it’s
not. I seem to come up vs ith my best ideas under
deadline.
For some people. deadlines cause writer’s
block. For me. it sv.ings open the doors to my
imagination. In a %ord. I’m inspired. Words seem
to fall from my head to the paper with startling
clarity, accuracy. and sometimes ev en humor.
Maybe it’s not the best way to work. but it
doesn’t matter. As long as it works for me. that’s
all that counts.
I think my motto from noss on is going to be:
"Just give me a deadline and I’ll get it done.
Otherwise. don’t bother asking."
Think of it: I could get av, ay vs ith not doing
anything unless it had a time -limit attatched.
Someone is alv.ays asking me to do something
and when I ask them when the) want it done. they
say whenever I get around to it.
If I posted my motto somewhere at work and
at home. I %souk’ never actually’ have to do anything
that wasn’t gi)en a specific time -limit (a.k.a.,
deadline).
Another handy benefit I ssould get from my
new motto is being able to borrow money without
having to pay. it back.
W’hen I ask to borrovs a teu bucks to tide me
over. I alwa)s ask when I should pay it hack. 1)1)
friends. more often than not. sas. donl worry about
it. Well. from now on, I %mil. It would save me a
fess hundred dollars a year if I didnt have to worry
about paying hack debts to friends.
Hut probably the best benefit I would reap
trom this motto is not having to commit in
anything.
People are always asking me to do things.
Things like going somewhere over the weekend
v,
them or helping them do something. But the
.tatement: "nisi let me knovs " is always attatched
ii
Heie’s an example:
FRIEND: "Could you help Me move in)
furniture this weekend?"
ME: "I’m not sure. let me check my
ealendat
FR IENI): "OK. Just let me know.
This is a perfect place to UM! ni) motto. I
ould never actually have to say. I would never
even consider giving up my weekend to help them
move. All I would have to tell them Monday is the
reason I didn’t help them move was because they
said I could let them Univ., hut they never gave me
a deadline for letting them kilos...
On second thought. maybe that wouldn’t be
such a good idea. I think I lived by this motto, I
wouldn’t have any friends by the end of the week.
Maybe they could just print it on my
tomhstoni.
Paige Borgel-Bleher Is an associate editor.
ibis is the last I.etne it (0 Iiielver column.
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SpartaGuide
bne look at
Washington Square Federal
Credit Union will have a loan department meeting and slide show at 1.30
p.ni. tomorrow. Call Iris Wallace at
947-7273 for information.
Career Planning and Placement
Center will hold a co-op orientation
at 2:30 p.m. tomorrow in the Student
Union Umunhum R(x)m. Call Cheryl Allmen at 924-6033 for information.
Financial Management Association will present a representative
from Arthur Anderson who will
speak on careers in public accounting at 5 p.m. Tuesday in the Student
Union Costanoan Room. Call Tim
Bn)wning al 354-5932 for information.
Spartan Oriocci will have a
general meeting and pizza night at
7:30 p.m. ton)orrow at the Pizza Hut
on Tully Road.
The fourth house of Joe West
Hall and the Inter-Residence Hall
Association are collecting money to
help needy families in the San Jose
area thmugh Dec. 8. Call Camille
Laliorde at 277-8286 for information

TV video games
coming back
Chuck
SAN MATE. (AP)
Yeager is flying high this Christmas
season, leading a resurgence of
vide() games and educational and
creativity software for a new generation of more powerful. less expensive home computers.
Flight
Advanced
Yeager’s
Trainer. which boasts three-dimensional daredevil chases at mach
speed "that’ll have your inner ear
screaming for mercy." is the fastest
selling title in computer game history.
Electronic Arts of San Mateo
has sold more than 100.000 units of
Yeager’s program. $39.95 for the
IBM version and $34.95 for the
Commodore 64-128 version, since
its release a few months ago.

For the Record
FICCaUSe or a reporter’s
error in Friday’s article "Poll
may change ’floating’ week of
spring break." the month of
spring break was incorrectly
identified. The proposal would
place spring break as the third
week of March.
If you notice something
which you know is incorrect,
please write to the Spartan
Daily. San Jose State University. One Washington Square.
San Jose. CA 95192.
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Reserve blamed
for market fall
NEW YORK (AP) When the
stock market
blew its top on Oct. 19 almost any person or financial
institution in the impact area was peppered with
blame.
In the investment community right now. there
seems to be developing a tendency to put some of the
blame on the Federal Reserve. and specifically on its
chairman, Alan Greenspan.
This. of course. could be just a splenetic exercise. because individual and institutional members of
that community are obviously going to take a g(x)d
deal of the blame, and therefore are more than willing
to shed and share it.
Flut in pointing the finger at the Reserve, they
are at least suggesting a possible and partial explanation for what ignited the fuse on that gray October
day.
Briefly. several market analysts call attention to
the rise of interest rates engineered by the Reserve
shortly before the crash. One effect of this was to
raise the retum on bonds relative to that of stocks.
For reasons that so far can be explained only as
some sort of euphoria. amateur and professional investors alike had continued to buy and push up stock
prices while ignoring the higher retum on bonds.
It was a situation bound to be corrected eventually. But. say the critics. the Reserve’s tightening of
of U.S. interest
monetary policy its fiwcing up
rates compressed that correction int() a few days.
The contention seems reasonable enough until
you consider that the Reserve has a lot more things to
do than simply watch over the stock market.
It was. for example, concerned with the almost
free-falling dollar. and the consequences of that to
foreign investors in U.S. securities. Without attractive interest rates. some might have been inclined to
dump dollar-denominated assets.
Some of the venom. however. seems to have developed after the crash.
While acknowledging that the Reserve acted
quickly to provide funds for stressed stock market institutions. stock analysts now say it didn’t follow
through. They say liquidity has dried up again. and
recession threatens.
A couple of examples:
Wright Investor% Service: "One can only. hope

Billy fights
to rename
field for pal
New
BERKELEY (AP)
York Yankees Manager Billy Martin
and his cousin are leading a campaign to rename and repair the unplayable Berkeley High Sch(x)I football field.
Martin and Nick De German). a
San Leandro warehouseman. want
their alma muter to rechristen the
field for the school’s "greatest ath- ,
"Babe’
Van
lete" William
Heuit. Van Heuit died of cancer last
"Throughout his life, Van
Heuit was thought of as a great humanitarian, and a friend to all." said
the two in a letter to school trustees.
They also said Van Heuit was the
only four-letter man to come out of
Berkeley High. He lettered in football. track, baseball and basketball.
"What would be niore fitting
than to name our football field after
this great man’!" they asked in their
letter. Martin graduated with Van
Heuit in 1946.
After Berkeley High, Van
Heuit played at St. Mary’s College.
then signed on as an outfielder with
the Cincinnati Reds. He then played
for the Boston Red Sox and eventually coached fixwball at the University of California, Berkeley.
Martin and De Gentian). who
graduated in 1948. are hoping to
convince enough students ti) sign a
petition in favor of changing the
name. The field now is named after
Charles L. Biedenback, one of the
Berkeley Unified School District’s
best-kwed educators. who died in
1942.

Spocui SKtiOVISF.sectitives
Hornola lireckennitge Woods
rhen

FREMONT (AP)
Worlds of
Wonder Inc.. struggling to meet its
creditors’ demands. said Friday it
has laid off nearly half of its remaining work force.
The once -prosperous toymaker.
whose officials met Thursday in San
Fiancisco with about 150 of it% largest creditors. also confirmed it had
not paid $3.4 million in interest due
last Tuesday on its convertible subordinated debentures. It said the debentures will be included in any. debt
restructuring.
The 197 layoffs reduce the
company’s worldwide staff to 211
employees, down from a high of
more than 6()O.
Company officials did not elaborate further on the actions in a prepared statement and failed to return
telephone calls. An analyst said a restructuring is inevitable.
Thursday’s meeting at a hotel
near San Francisco International Air-

Campus gay group opposed
F.SNO (AP)
A group of Fresno State LIMveisity students are seeking the ouster of the Gay and
Lesbian Student Alliance from campus, just days
after the gay group’s information booth near the library was torched.
"It’s my opinion that the majority does not support the GLSA," said Frank Turner, who with student Greg Whitlow started a petition drive Thursday
to throw the gay students’ club off of campus.
"I’ve committed myself to making the
(GLSA’s) road to getting noticed difficult. I don’t
find any resistance to them and I find that to be a
shame." Turner said.
The club’s information booth in the free speech
area was set ablaze about I a.m. Monday. There has
been student protest against S I .0(X) given to the club
by the Associated Student Senate.
Turner said he doesn’t know who set fire to the
booth. but said he doesn’t approve of it.
The GLSA has about 25 members and is the first
club of its kind on the Fresno campus for seven years.
The petitions sparked arguments between the
club’s members and students about homosexuality
and the group’s right to a booth on campus.
"Some of the heckling and attitudes were
scary." GSLA member Barbara Cooper said of the
club’s rally Wednesday.
"It’s scary to know that someone absolutely
hates you because they ve labeled you.’’ C(x)per said.

Worlds of W’ondei said the
creditors formed a committee of nine
representatises to "tau! nate communication% ith the ,iiiiipany’ and
to work with it and banks to develop
debt -repayment program.
The creditors. Mio had to sign
two-page non-discliistire agreements
before being allimed into the meet
init. declined to comment. They
could force the cash -poor company
to seek Chapter 11 bankrupcty prolection
W’m Ids in Wonders stock A
trading at *NI 51) late Frtclit

hake up your holidays with the
California QuakeKil. Contains
survival tools like:
a shotglass for that stiH drink you’ll need
a paper umbrella to protect your drink from
falling debris
sunglasses to wear on your new beachfront
ProPerlY
the Quake Rattle & Roll guidebook to concoct
the deliciously potent-Aftershock" drink
(and to learn some serious tips on earthquake
preparedness)
And much, much more!

Not actual size.

Order the California QuakeKrt for a friend by calling (415) 967-5909 or by
sending $19.95 plus $2.00 shipping to Aftershock, 156 Palmer Avenue,
Mountain View ,Ca. 94043. Be QuakeCool!

Wrap up your.
Christmas shopping.
p’r-m;
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Let YOUR
profits soar!
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Advertise in the
spartan Daily

GALLERY OF MODERN ART PRINTS 997-3199
5%5 ALMADENEXPRESSWAY.OLDALMADENPLAZA

A selection
-IL-. that’ll knock
-. your stocking off.

SAVE $2 AND
BEAT THE RUSH!!

An assort-ment of cards
for all sorts of people.

1

Bring in a friend for lunch
and receive $2 off when you preseni
this coupon to the waitress

1f
v
....._.

PLENTY OF SEATING UPSTAIRS

r"^".

TWO SPECIALS
INCLUDES

\X.

$3.50 EACH
2 HALF SANDWICHES
2 BEVERAGES
2 SLICES OF PIE
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BOOKSTOREe
SPARTAN SHOPS ty IN(’
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29 88

ONE EAST SAN FERNANDO
(BETWEEN 1st AND 2nd)
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Janet Van

Account Fserutiv.
Steve Ayabe Paul Campegna. I rwrernce Hewes.
Akar Fairbanks Ray Green Sunni linahl. Ca
then. I futons Jacquohn Jenkins Key. John
son Matt Johnson Kathy I chile (ieorge NOU
Kelly Seelig torn Stuart Man roves

port involved creditors representing
approximately. 90 percent of Worlds
of Wonders outstanding foreign and
domestic trade debt Among them
%ere several do/en Asian businessmen representing five Hong Kong
loy manulacturers v.ho are ov,ed a
total of $40 million.

SWELL
GIFT.

-

AMERICAN
T11111

(and. whenever practicable, communicate by letter.
wire or in the public press) that the Federal Reserve
will get the message.
"As it is, recent tightening or inadequate easing
of monetary policy by the Federal Reserve is threatening to knock a slowing U.S. economy into recession.’
E.F. Hutton & Co.: "Immediate Federal Reserve policy actions are needed on short-term interest
rates to provide liquidity and thereby prevent the financial market calamity from becoming an economic
downturn.
"Action should include a discount rate cut and
Fed funds hovering sonicv.hat above 6 percent over
the foreseeable future.
When all the reports are in you can be sure that
the investment community will get the major portion
of blame for the crash. But. never unable to point the
finger elsewhere. it is aiming right now at the Federal
Reserve.

2CCESS
TODAY!

Marketing Comultanta
Jennifer I ekkes. Sur Johnson. Dana Mar Sharon
Marshall. [amen Nelson Susan Retch
National Art011.1 Faecutive
Camel* Arlen Cindy Johnson

Toymaker struggles
to stay in business
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EMU ends drought with strong running game
Hrent \ insvs orth
Daily stall writer
The three-hour drive from San
Jir,e to Fresno is no sightseeing tour.
hut the Spartan football squad is
making the trip today to kick off its
%seek of Califiimia Bowl festivities.
For Eastern Michigan. it v. ill be
more like a 2.000-mile trek. Hut that
the Hushould pose no problems
rons haw come a long k
before.
EN11.’ won nine games this season. the most ever in its 95 years of
sarsity football. In its 12th year in
the %fid-American Conference. the
Hurons (9-2) captured their first
%IAC championship in 1987. They
had never finished higher than a tie
for fourth place. In other words,
they’ve come a long way.
There are several reasons for
EN1U’s transformation from conference doormat to league champs. and
Jim Harkema is Reason No. I . The
fifth -year mentor Vas hired when the
Hurons had \von just four of their
previous 46 games. but for EMU
fans the teani’s league crown was
worth the five %ear wait.
Harkeina has recruited players
like Gai y Patton and Ron Adams to
reach the current respectability. Patton and Adams hasre combined to
help the Hurons set school records
toi s ictories. points scored, and
touchdowns.
Adams. EMIls all -conference
quarterback. not only. owns every
maiiii school passing record. but
possesses exceptional leadership
qualities. He hits completed 100 of
19(1 passes for 1.427 yards and a
52.(s -percent
completion
rate.
throvv n seven interceptions and five
touLlidovyns
With SJS1.". Mike
Pew/ \ dams was named an -Xsso.

Speoai to the Daily
Running hack Gary Patton oill be Eastern Michigan’s main ground
vveapon hen the Hurons face S,ISt in the Cal Roo! Dec. 12. Patton has
rushed kir 1.112 s arils this season.

Converse
sues
Johnson
Conserse
Fl()STON \
Inc has tiled suit to pie en( \ lag’,
\ ligele. I ALI.
Johnson ot the 1
from ’miming into somebody else .
shoes.
The Massachusetts -based ath
letic shoe maker said Tridas that it
filed the .iiit atter being notified that
Johnson v. anted to (collimate his Lon
he didn’t teel he
tract
making enough money from en
dorsement.
\\ e hase the highest regard
for
basketball abilities. said Jetties Fromson. the general
counsel toi Conserse. hi, filed suit
Middle.ev County Superior t’ourt
seeking an injunction that
force the basketball stai to Liimplv
v.ith a contract that had seven yeal.
remaimng
busine,
"But this
relationship that .taited in 1979 and
he simply Lannot vL alk ,Ok.O Stool .1
Seke1,11 11101C \ Cal s
contract it_tat
.
allot
John
\ ngeles
1101 di hIS I
Argue. V
frit, e 011
. sectetat kaid
le% eal
11011),011
JOh11,011. s,11.II% V.1111 ( .011%Cl se. hlli
he said Johnson vv.i. a.kiny toi ..t iv e
time. his base Lompcnsation
Froinson said he didn kibm ss hh.p.
if any. other shoe comparis
may he planning to jinn
"We haw offered him seseral
opportunities to increase his aheads
substantial compensation.- Fioni
S011 said ot Johnson. "When Magi,.
didn’t get ss hat he wanted. he began
to critixiie our products. Vk 111,11 11.1k
SCr% ell 111111 M.C11 tor the past eight
seeks to terminate the
years NtM
agreement .
Johnson is onls one ot a
plasers endopoog
ber ot top NB
Conserse shoes Ille list also in
cludes I arts find and Kes m 1.-Halc
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of the Boston (
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()ne Cons et se telesisiors adv et
tisement shim. Johnson dris mg up
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Great copies. Great people.
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WOMEN’S
BASKETBALL 1987-88
CHEER YOUR TEAMS ON
irtNEHSITY

/ COPY
/ YOUR
TERM
PAPER

CHECK OUT OUR
DAILY SPECIALS
4pm to 9pm

THE goosvo.
Mondays:
2 piece chicken box with a
Pepsi soda and 2 cookies

$3.50
Tuesdays:
Baked potato and Pepsi soda

SPARTAN GYM

DEC. 7 7: 30

(Corner of 4th & San Carlos)

SPARTANS
vS
WASHINGTON
Women’s Basketball groups & youth groups Welcome
Women’s gymnastics intrasquad meet
Dec9 2:30 P.M. SPX 219

( H..S()N’S INN
NI( )-1-1 II
licsiciciwc I loici
i mr..w \)
*Fully
Ftinistwit

Slit( 1c1 II
I Rs.« stills

\i,o,1\

SPARTAN
PVB
CHECK OUT OUR
DAILY SPECIALS
11 am - 3 pm only

MONDAYS.
Mexican Pizza
$2.75

TUESDAYS:
Hot Roast Beef
with Melted Cheddar
Cheese

$2.75

Wednesdays:
1 piece chicken box
and a Pepsi soda

$1.85
Thursdays:
5 piece chicken box
and 2 pepsi sodas

$6.00

CATCH THIS EXCITING NCAA WOMEN’S BASKETBALL ACTION

kinkois

Fridays:
1 piece chicken breast box

Great copies. Great people.

$2.00

310 S. THIRD ST. 295-4336
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST. 295-5511

Good through
December 17, 1987

WEDNESDAYS:
Artichoke with
Melted Butter
$1.50

THURSDAYS:
Hot Pastrami
with Melted Swiss
Cheese

$2.75
FRIDAYS:
Beef & Bean Burrito
with Cheese

$1.85
Good thru Dec 1 7

"Hl KIDS!
This is Ed Buyback at the Spartan
Bookstore telling you
to sell your books
back for up to
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Want to Spend a Month
in Guadalajara?

SPARTAN SHOPS VAN
December 14 - 18
Mon. - Fri. 9am - 4pm
Between Sweeny & MacQuarrie Halls

The University of San Diego is offering fully
accredited courses through Guadalajara Summer Program.

From June 29, thru August 4, 1988
Courses include:
Spanish
Art
Folklore
Literature

History
Sociology
Folk Dance
Guitar

STUDENT UNION

AMPHITHEATER

December 7 - 19
Mon. - Thus. 8am - 7pm
Fri. 8am - 5pm
Sat. 10am - 4pm
Closed Sunday Dec. 13

Tuition: $525 - 8 Undergraduate Units
$565 - 8 Graduate Units
Rcom and Board in Mexican Host Home: $525.
Apartment and Hotel rates trom $300 per month

4.wie .... ...
V
"q liF,_
.1.4.
.,

Namo.

For more information. contact- Prol:
481 E. SAN CARLOS ST
295-5511

ciated Press All -America selection.
To compare. Pere/ threw more
than twice us many balls for double
the yardage and a more efficient percentage (243 of 408. 3260 yards,
59.6 percent completions. 22 ID!,
13 interceptions).
Adams. however. is a two-way
threat. The 6-foot. 205 -pound senior
was third on the team in rushing with
507 yards and ,is touchdowns.
Often he drops hack to throw and
takes off through the middle of the
line for big gains.
The Huron’s final MAC game
with Bowling Green was a typical
outing for Adams. He connected on
eight of 13 pass attempts for 135
yards. but also ran for 54 yards on
seven carries.
"He is their catalyst." said
Spartan defensive line coach John
Vogt. who has watched miles ot
EMU film in preparation for the Cal
Howl matchup. "All he does is win.
baby .
When you talk about running
the ball. Patton is the Humns jour
neyman yard gainer. A stumpy running back at 5 -foot -9 and 190
pounds. Patton squirted through
holes for 1.112 yards this season
the second time he has surpassed the
1.000 mark.
Patton is known as a darting
back who changes direction quickly .
bouncing toward the sidelines aftet
crossing the line of scrimmage. He is
an explosive back in the mold ot
George Swam. the Miami ((Aim
back that the Spartans faced in last
veaCs Cal Bowl.

And like SJSU’s Kenny Jack- a high -scoring game.
son. Patton has a nose for the goal
The Spartan defense. the COL111line. He scored 12 touchdowns this tr),’s tifth-best team against the rush.
year and chalked up a 4.9 yards -per - will have to account tor Adams.
scrambling as much as the imminent
carry average in the process.
EMU is essentially a running 20-odd carries by Patton. Rut the
ballclub, even though the game plan Hurons have yet to face a blit/ing
has been more balanced in the last eight -man attack like SJSU’s.
three games. The top receiser. 5The standard 4-3 EMU detense
fixit-10 wide out Mark Ziegler. has
is a hit more forgiving. And that
caught 24 passes all year. SJSU has
could spell "catch up" for Attains.
four players that beat that total.
Patton & Co.
Hut take a peek at the statistic
SJSU is unquestionably. the
that
really
matters - points
toughest team Eastern Michigan has
scored
and you’ll find out why
all year. On the other hand.
EMU won nine games. Roth SJSU faced
SJSU hits played three Pacific Ill
and the Hurons are among the nateams. plus Fresno State.
niost prolific teams. EMU
scored 313 points to its opponents.
Make your own prediction. but
210. which averages to just more keep in mind that Miami was
than 28 points per game.
heralded last year as a well-balanced
The Spartans lit up the challenge for the Spartans. and they
scoreboard at a 35 point -per -game got pounded into the turf rathei
clip. but that doesn’t mean it will be handily .

$1.85

it inisolt
JOhtl,oll.,

Football

G.L. Oddo
University of San Diego, Alcala Park
San Diego, CA 92110 (619) 260-4598
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WALLED LAKE. Mich. lAP)
A man who proudly’ posed for
pictures in front of his 10-foot-tall
marijuana plants was arrested after a
drugstore that developed the film
turned the photos over to the police.
Christopher Aaron. 28. his
girlfriend and four neirhbors were
charged Wednesday in state district
court with manufacturing a con-

Man poses
with weed,
gets arrested

Bloom County
trolled substance.
Police traced Aaron. of White
Lake To% nship. through the license
plate on hi% pickup truck. which v. as
MR NW’ Mt
NO
CAFTAN, MOATS TV
[ET’S
in one of the photos.
KNOW IF Yrklif
60 FOR A
"I guess they figured they were
FOUVO ANY
COME OF
on a dead-end street and no one
UTTIzANIBOURISONS.
would notice." said Hob Mendhani.
WHATCHMACAUIT
)
a member of the Oakland County
FUEL
MIMS’
Narcotics Enforcement team.
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Berke Breathed
INTERMIT IRIS 1TOM
TO CIZAR OP A GROWING
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
AWAY FROM HOME and you don
know where to find a place of
worship’, Consider the CHURCH
OF CHRIST lust on campus. 81 N
8th St . 266-0346 Need a rlde, We

10

are Chrlet centered Bible betieving and people loving
Bible
Undo./ I 9 30 A M
Tuesday at 7 30 P M Sunday
Worship at 10 AM 8 6PM Dorm

vas

Bible studies wallable
STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL PL AN
Enroll now. Save your teeth, eyes
and money too For intormallon
and brochure see A S office or
coil (.08) 371-6811

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE Isn t II lime
you got down to the business of
your life purpow2 Alternative Careerwork
mews
Since
1970 Carol Willis, M A . 734-9110

AUTOMOTIVE
DO YOU NEED A CAR’’, Please csil
Al SILVA at FRONTIER FORD.
Santa Clara, 241.1800 Find oul
how you wn qualify to buy today’
IS IT TRUE you can buy amps tor $44
through the U S government,
Get the facts today. Cali 1.312.
742-1142. Eel 8115
SELL WW Rabbit year ’81 color beigestereo price $2950 Call Christopher (408)277-8425

COMPUTERS
PC -COW,

Computer & Accesories.
404 S 3rd St . ,r2. (408) 2961606
One block from campus Network
5995 IBM AT compatible $1.095
XT $525 Printer P1080i $179

Hard disk. modem. mouse
6. s
off tor students with I D
Computer 8 Accessorise 404 S THIRD
ST . San Jose (408)295-1606

FOR SALE

HIKING BOOTS Men s size 9 light wt
worn once. SSO. cost $75. Vow.
women s sins 9 nicely broken In
$25 Plvelta Mew mesg 294-3599
electric correctIton typewriter
Emcellent condrhon $125 Also hi.
tech work stetion and chair paid
$450 setting SI SO 292-7927
THE BREAD & ROSES BOOKSHOP
has been a SAN JOSE institution
for 15 years College-level stu
dents of history, political science.
Black, Asian and Chicano studies. eocial work, women s studies, labor history. and monism 8
socialism should come In and
browse We also have. in English
translation. Soviet tenstbooke in
the

social sciences We cerry
both new and used books In the
above fields as well as fiction. pg
etry. children s. mysterie.. and
much more Posters. records 8
periodicals -- and the Juan Chacon Gsliery featuring political.
third world. end women s art

BREAD 8 ROSES BOOKSHOP-.
950 S First St . Ssn Jose. 2942930 (3 Docks south of s280)

HELP WANTED
BOOKKEEPERS

CLERKS. Fern money while de
veloping an impressive resume
through fob wperience Part time
8
time positions ACCOUNTANTS ON CALL . 2635 N 1st St .
S J 432-6066

ACCURATE

FAST

aswmbly work Jewelry. toys &
others FT A PT avail call tocloy I 518-459-3535 (toll refundeble) out
B.704 24 hrs
FULIPIA RESTAURANT is hiring bus
sem and waiters for lunch and
dinner Greet student lob Call
280-6161. 374 S 1st St . San Jow

Great student lob Cell 280-6161,
374 S 1st St . San Jose
FEDERAL.STATIE

& CIVIL SERVICE
lobs S14.877.S63,1411 yr Now hiring. Cell JOB LINE 1-518-459.
3611,ext F404 for Int o 24HR

HANDYMAN FOR APTS nr camp.
Must know repair plumbing S7 hr
pert time Don-295-8641
HOLIDAY HELP NEEDED NOW., Walt
persons.bartenders.therne psrly.
helpers Call Wend. st Catering

INTERESTED

IN HELPING YOUNG
PEOPLE,’ Coaches needed for
n after.school sports end activIles program in San Jose Middle
High) Sports or
Schools (Jr
ScoutIng background helpful, but
not neceseery
$5 75 hr,
call
Randy at 249-8060

INTERNATIONAL

METAL BUILDING
MANUFACTURER selecting build-

er dealer In some open are.
High potentiel profit in our growth
Industry WedgCor Acceptance
Corportion, 6800 E Hampden,
Denver. Co 80224 Call 303.7593200. Est 2403
MONEY,

MONEY’

MONEY.

Telemarkel your way to lots of it
if your ambitious. sett -motivated
and like people, call us On the lob
training

immediate openings In

our pleasant. comfortable Campbell office Full and Peri time Call

TYPESETTER

needed
for
port-linee
evening wwkend shale) Must possew min 65 wpm accurele typing speed 8 good math 8 verbal
skills Prefer soma knowledge of
vlsual

communication graphic
design desktop publishing Will
Irsin right person to operate
stele-of -the-eft
Linotype
CR.
Tronic typesetting system Clow
to campus, Send resume to UT.
80 E San Carlos St . San Jose, Ca
95112 or coil 298-4455

MS MAKE UNLIMITED INCOME In
registering Dernocrats
$2-$2 50
mak your
signature F T. P
own hours Cali 243-4593.
NOW

370 S Kiely Blvd . 244-3209. end
700 S Winchester Blvd 985-7434
PART AND FULL TIME RETAIL HELP’
National firm now has immediate
openings. Slatting pay r We Is
SI 0. No experience is needed because of our Intensive on the rob
training program Good math end

Campaign California el 286-6113,
FOE
AN OPPORTUNITY TO WORK with
nendicepped children Earn $6 hr
20 hrs per wwit For information
contact Dr PellegrIni et 924.3898
or Dr Roberts at 924-3704

BACK

ships are possible, and you may
esrn 2.3.4 credits per quarter or
semester
During your winter.
spring snd especially summer
b,
full time work is available
Call today for information and an
interview. or cell Monday through
Fridey between 10 and 3PM. (408)
922-0886 If the line is Duey.
please be patient and try again
An equal opportunity company
PART TIME, MARKETING REP Here a
a good opportunity for oil you
merketing A advertising student.
to work a few hrs a wk 8 earn
wk
money Approx. 10 hrs
No exp

nec

Only

prerequielte Is good personality 8
being people person Must have
own reliable trans Call tor appt
6247151
PART TIME. your hours Fundraise for
ww political perty $250 $500 per
we. Call 476-7126
SALES TEL EMARKETING
Be your
own boss Work of home Greal
cornmisoion package Free troin
ing No issperlence need. For
personal

call 415-968.833 Ask tor Mr Bulger
SECURITY

OFFICERS

SCHOOL."’" """ "..".....
Beck to Work, ,,,,,,,,, .0 ,,,,,,,,,, 0.."
Greet job opportunity for return.
Ing students Pert time lob seekers etc wrn top dollar doing telemarketing for No Calif largest
newswiper Flexible hours tor
emible people. all shifts Cali
today 370-9098",

PROCESS

SERVERS FT PT S 0 Sell shas
FT PT evening process servers
We will train Apply in person MF
S J .

SECURITY RECEPTION ell shifts ft pt
$5-56 hr to start Full benefits, no
experience notheml Apply VANGUARD SECURITY, 3212 Scott
Blvd between Olcott
Son Tomos Santo Clare Coll 727-9793
SJSU annual fund campaign Is now
hiring for winter Newton end
spring whetter Contact Alumni
through Our telephone outreach

CAREER OPPORTUNITY., Siert your
own multi Ilne Insurance agency
Up to S30.000 guarantee Com.
pee trelning program et no cost
to you with motor company Cali
today 371.4663
CHOOSE your own hours

Walking

distance front campus Rolex.]
egnotphere Telemarketing salmi
Cali Ernie pm 998-4526

DATA ENTRY, phones, full time dur
Mg break. pert time during
lechool Flee hrs Including evenings. weeltentle Cali Judy or
Whet al 435-1344
DELIVERY DRIVERS XMAS help, 3-6
IWa on Sat Permanent FT PT also
8.011able Fern good $S for driv
In. around, Need own car & ins
Cal 288-41838
DIESPERATEL

seeliing

own..

Plecruhon leaders specialists In
dance. on. therapeutic rec apply
et community rw Or 969 Kitty

communication

TEACHERS PRESCHOOL’

Extend.
day 12.6 PM doily Must hove ECE
units, good pay benefits
Cell
TODAY 723-9380

TELEMARKETING. Earn $4-$12 hr No
o w necessary. help raise funds
for the veterans Killer money,
greet for students Cell 28615839
’TWAS

WKS

B REAK

BEFORE
and Ihe

CHRISTMAS

money was
tight I was checking the wont ads
.01 dey end with night Talking
with people was my strength it.
true But 1 wertted to work wet iii
break woe thru So I signed up
with the Annual Funtd el SJSU.
and so quick w could be, they
were paying me, Now I work when
want, I v. Wry to befree I’ve
plenty of cosh - Merry Chrielmss
to me. SJSU Annual Fund, telephow Out.Reach Program, call
Mitch 924.1129
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION hes
receiving cent
F T opening for
1 yr material handling experlence
valid Orly.
required Must have
er’s license end be age to 1111 80
lbs Cell (415)493,8001445
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIV hin
FT PT opening on weekend shift
lor en eadomated equipollent oper.
Nor Requires 1-3 yrs E M assemequivilent ED In
bly eepedence
science.
U S
445

computer

cIllren

Cell

IS percent discount to aludents
and faculty Cell before December
31,1987 and get your first appt st
I 2 price
Unwanted Heir Disappears With My Cm. Gwen Chel
gran R E . 5563500. 1645 S Bascom Ave . eC
Ha. Today Go.
Tomorrow
EYECARE AT SUNRISE EYEWEAR.
Or
Christopher Cabrera 0 D
Quality 6 fast service et extremety
low price Complete eye xem In.
cluding giaucoma check. com.
plot contact lenses service lor
’amity Fashion frames and sun

deposit Awil Mated . 293-8952
Is now taking deposits on their large 2 Wm 2 bth
opts Avail starting Jan 1 Secu
rity type bldg. 2 blIts from SJSU

ance

come SJSU BlUdente
staff el ways nraie 10f. oft Call for appt
now.’ 405 E Sante Clara SI at
9th, call 995-0488 We spook Viet -

avail starting at 5750 mo Sulta.
We for 4 students. 148 E
SI & 4th CallBob or Cindy Imgrs)

GUITAR LESSONS beginning and in.
term/KS/de classics! guitar stu
dents welcorne Call Christina at
683-4970 atter 4 PM
NEE

CASH FOR COLLEGE, Financtal aid from the private sector is
Overwhelmingly
source

LARGE PIA In 2 story 5 bdrrn house.
clout to Santa Twos. hospital 8
bus Mop Ktchn 8 laundry prIv

area. pool. $250 mo-226-9225

knowledge.
415-493.1800

varlet.
techniques

messaging

and
Clear

eervice

other
Great

row
TERESA
BL OSSOM
Hill SANTA
area
Fast. quality typing and
word processing of your resume
academic
Available
wwk
CAI

or business needs
seven
OB.’,

365.1012

LINDA TODAY, Avoid the rush’
Reserve now for your term pa
pers, group protects. theses elc
processing.
free disk storage Outck return all
wOrk guaranteed Cassette Iran
Almsden
ovellOble
scriplion
Profession.’

Branham area 7 days week 264-

DRUMMOND WORDPROCESSING...
Thesis, panel articles Servlces
tor graduate students or faculty
only Call 27622130

storage

Clack

APA FORMAT, term paper. thesis weI
corned 10 yews typing word praceasing eperience. letter quality
printing Very competitive ’SW

age, SPEL CHEN. punctuation ond
grernmer assistance
All work
gurenteed Professional. quick &
dependable service el AFFORDA
? E RATES"’ Call Pam at 247.
2681

dinners. parties
Wednesday

was Date, 281-4981

Further

Cl ARA)

(SANTA

savings with referral discounts.
FINEST KIND WORD PROCESSING.
Ali types or papers all lengths
51 60 page, double-speced typing
and spelling SI 85 page typing
and lull proofreading C.v.!’

end feel turn around available
Students recelve discount Ac

Lunch and I earn. discussions.
Israeli doncIng, and much more’
For Ink.. HILLEL at 294.8311

Term papers.

reports. resumes. cover letters.
group proiects. manuals. theses.
dissertations etc Ail ocadernic
formats
ORA Free disk slor

rates svaleble
Call Maureen
(408)224.0852. 9ern to 8prn

298-2308

ores -Local plck-up and delivery
available 866.6960

asit for Te

decent
I

rnaprol

Two
One
Day
Days
3 Lines $3 55 s4 35
4 Lines $4 35 $5 15
5 Lines $5 15 $6 00
6 Lines $5 95 $6 80
Each Additional Line Add $

Min

muele
(lousy
dancer) I admire those w elrong
desire
to
Wean creole contrib.
show high deg of sweltIvIty &
o woreness Girlfriend of 4 yrs & I
separoted 1 in sterling to feel like
meeting someone
You re er.
proem. indite. kind erudite (unless wealthy. exquiste & horny)
Attempt at friendship,’ P 0 15

Three
Nye
$4 75
$5 55
$6 35
$7 15
80

15 Plus Lines

180103. Cupertino. Ca 95018

Four
Days
$5 00
$5 80

$6 60
$7 40

Five
Days
Ss 20
$6 00
$6
$7 so

country a future,
American

Them
opinion

bookstore Wei offer conservative
Won.
pro-AnwrIcon
literature
gOv-ed-OttertIOn. creetion,
mew& homeschcaling etc 292.
9343. 470 S eascom
WOMEN AND ORUGS

Wornen con

PROCESS IT WRITE’ Faculty and students can rely on accurele

St 50 per page double spaced
Avifflable seven days weekly
Ouick turnoround 11 work guar

timely production of newsletters,
reports. resumes. publications,
menuscripts,

correspondence
etc Will aid in gramme, spelling.

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER every time. Fe

punctattion For prompt 7 day
...ponce
leave message for
Pamela at 14081 280-182t

perienced

with school reports.
gen. Option. and group
Delivery
projects
Pick Up 8
Gremmer Check. Editing evail.

PROFESSION’
etc

RESUMES

speciolty

Guaranteed letter quality accu
racy Fr. disk storage proofing

Spell

chk

PAPERS.

resumes
Op wet
Tins 227-

WORD

PRO-

RESUMES..." WRITING 8 WORD
PROCESSING’ 35 years wart

Reasonable rotes We re last dependablegrarrunarexperienced

ence

Student Discounts
Center et 243-4070

college grads so coil us with pa.
...reports. theses Isitsp SCIENCE)etc at 251,0449

Career

SI 25 page double sowed typing
Term papers reports cover let
tars. theses etc Call Fen at 279.

ence serving SJSU faculty end
students HP ’wow’ output All
work guarantwd Minute’s from

2152

cernpue. cell PJ et 923-2309

ENTERPRISE
PROWS.
SIONAL TYPING & business ser
aces Fast reasonable & neer uni.

SUCCESS
15

ye.. upon.. Group p.n...
theses a specialty Student die.

735-88.5 (SW)

TYPING OF RESUMES. documents.
reports. letters anythong on my
word processor
730-8930

Cali

Leelte at

TYPING

RE ASONABL F
RATES
Sane CH. orea Coil Patti al 246.
5633 mind Hove mesuge

TYPiST TRANSCRIBER WORD PRORoad 101
Story
CESSOR.
$1 55 page
double -wowed
Pease ca., Cecetia (atter 3 Peel al
n8-7390
WORD E XPENTISE Word proceseing
IneSi6 diSeertation rwinuscrIpt
English
french
Spantsh Cali
37143220
WORD PROCESSING’ Students. In.
structors smell business Term
paper. thews. resumes.
uals. dissertations. mess
spell

check.

etc

men-

Heesonato

tees Cali K
R DESKTOP SERV
ICES al 274.7582 Limited pick up
& delivery
WORD PROCESSING. students and
faculty Convenient location off I-

SJSU TYPIST. 2 blocks from campus
Word processing. tyang & set
prig
Free
ask
storsge

AND
PROFESSIONAL
ACADEMIC
word proussIng Year of xperi.

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING

PAPERS
rghi way

CESSING, Fast turnoround Fasy
price Call PARTL
YOURS 378.
3706

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT’ Academic
word processing our

the

SI 50 pg
1639

3862 Pornela Words and More

80

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

Verelty Call (4081292.404,

280 & I WO $2 standard double
space page Cali
inda al 9911.
0764
WRITING RESEARCH SERVICES ii
subpects mottled
writers Rewriting. edoling. paper end thesis
deveiopment and assistance Resumes Word processing A
re
sults

Catalog

1415i

8415036

taftriteleyi

$80 00

r

I

1

1

I

1

1

1

.

1

1

Print Name
Address

Phone

City 8 State

Zip__

Phone 924-3277

tcHowerd,John,Natalle & OSSIE,
Thanks for all your hard work’

hope,

and 0.1-1 only type in the eve
nings Call MARCIE at 729,6172
(iv mug on my machine)

rienced teacher
Sunnyvale

Print Your
(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces lor each Mei

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 Lines $46 00 10-14 L Ines $63 00

ADVERTISING
OCTAOON
ADV 129.15arry,Corinna,Danl-

this

TYPING
AAAA ACCURACY. ACHIEVEMENT
ACKNOWL
ACCOUNTABil ITT.

Ad Rates

enloy risque con., . books. Moe
Iglioni. foreign films & Clara.

reading th.
same old S4X11111C entiAneri
can viewpoint, Worriwi about

Resumes ere $5 pg I m on campus all day Tues & Thurs & early
a rn on Mon Wed Fri for easy p u

quality printers
Resumes
cover letters for 1988 summer tn.
leruhips and all lob career op.
palatines
Competillve rales
Also offer typing and WP ginning
individual Instruction with lupe

Minimum three lines on one day

engr & grad student. multilingual
4 widely hovel. I in genuinely

Let’s WIN WIN WIN on Friday",
Your AE, Keel.

NEED THAT FORGOTTEN paper typed
fest, Let me help. $2 pg, Obi sp

977-0799

TERM
PAPERS.RESUMES..
Need
help, Cali S 0 S
Group proects. panels. eswys. mtsc reports Free spelling check letter

Ad Here

I’d Ilk* to meet witty. vivacious. al.
truistic woman I rn an occasion
ally charming, busy 27 yr, old

TIRED OF HERING

turn

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY tor your
eeedemle. buineldi. legal word

needs Serving Evergreen, SSJ &
a few minutes from SJSU Student

relationship’ Please coil Brian at

student
tours. discount oir tickets. hotel
reservations. etc FREE ticket de
livery on campus 335 S Ilth St .

able Student discount Only 12
minutes away Cell now lo reserve
time before Me ruta, (4081 946

disc

N round Santa Clare 246-5825

Profession.1

Wes from school Pock.up end de.
livery. too. Give your papers that
professional touch Call today to
rewrve your time
251-4885

Youth

Wit,

Theses. pepets. resumes and dissertations
All of your busiwss or academic

ment

WITH JULIE
FURS& passes.

thSee.

San Jose

FEMALE COMPANION WANTED to
ilve with sincere handicapped
tooling
man Want to elitabliall

TRAVELS

pers. manuscripts. scrwnplays.
’wawa. repetitive letters tren
scription Free SPELCHEK. copy

processing needs

ACCURACY ASSURED
Word Processing

to $350 each leash) Call (916)
739.0736 or MOO) 648-1661

anteed Thanks

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis specialists Also term pa.

Count and free disk storage Call
24 hrs 923-8461--Chrystsl-North

LUCID ENTERPRISES
atfordable
student writing assistance, edlt
ing, word processing typing Min

EDGEABLE in typing that
tops
Thanks
trust Tony 296.2087

4504

ENTERPRISE

TRAVEL

AIRLINE COUPONS WANTED United
Bonus ,
I tickets. Western
extra tickets or others WIII pay up

word

MENT (408)259-5941

62-109-91,

quite

0

Classified

KUZIRIAN" Distinctive portryiture
A variety
with sewn’. touch
of plans to choose from ail res.
priced
BY
APPOINT
sonably

know WHO YOU ARE7 Please call

bright (3

Of- MILE Ac,t
OUT
TOWARDS NE ENO
Of NNE 5EMEst ER

L’CQ
\

WEDDING PHOTOGRAPHY by KIRK

DEAR ADAGIO, please don I say you
wore wrong’ Your sweet cords
fascinated me & I really went to

(spicy),

Perfect for

PM Unique bus oppty 1 undrelser

Prereq.A Desire to stay slopped

hearted.

;

multivarlate

dential personal or group awl
we. call or write VIKTOR (ind
dIstr ) at SH 211. M-F P 0 Box 9.
S J 95103-0009 or 2706774, 7-11

PERSONALS

outings.

4URE. GET A
LOT
OF wrownat,

175-r
-

explanations

scriptionesempt products for
mon 8 women For FREE confi-

ALCOHOLICS

&

t

5.200A’i!

TREAT YOURSELF to latest EUROPEAN hair 8 skin secrets Pre-

No doge or cats

shabbai

Bill Lukas

SHOUL.rN’t
#10wED TNE
NO WAS/ !
stmt..
0AVF YOvR TRUch YOU 6EA vAivE 10f3, IZE 4T 0" "442 GOTT A
FOR
REGROffr
F/NALS
WIRED
T,V.
,
NoW.
THE %ATP
FIXED 1.1.4e,.

WEL t

for your Wedding. lately. Or rainee
fit reaSonable rates Call Desiree
or Phil et 249.2870 922-7359

I BDRM APT In qui. 5 unit building
Now carpet and peInt Very sunny
676 S 9th St $450 Phone 26,-

looking

Home On The Range

the music’ Michel Productions
provides wide variety of music

2 ADAM. 2 BTH. walk to SJSU Secu-

good

Consul.

DISC JOCKEY by
Desiree Michel. formerly
KSJS
You ye got the party. we ve gol

2 barn $700, stni 1 berm $500
Fr. rent for Dec 297,2960 days

TION,

re-

,p/raTmoWsier

PROFESSIONAL

295-8641

gime.

Scholastic

sororities & fraternftles
common interest groups
for singles Call 9936711

2 APIS IN RENOVATED houw 1 blk
to campus Deck or fireplace Smi

HILLEL JEWISH STUDENT ASSOCIA-

94:GEEFt3H:GU-9r
So YOU
REcon
TH/NK Mutt
CaLETTION
KEEP HER?
I
TOO\

A LAID-BACK 7ERRORIST
(LICvL19 DRItE,BUT 191/Als

PHONE SERVICE WITHOUT your own
phone, Easy with AMVOX a 24 hr

roll nearby

minded Metro Hair at 279-9694

577CKERS ALL CVER I T
Z7 GLOKS’ LIKE SOnETNIAC

Of ME ITT 7HE 9:11’1E TIME.

(415)349.4407

ing Singles only $395 to $425 Su
permarket one block. bus &

FREE HAIRCUT MODELS NEEDED’
klale-Femalis.M-Th.must be open

/ AW IS MING CARE

YEAH OW

phone 243-3984

house

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC" Unwanted
h eir removed forever Confiden.
San
tisi 335 S Baywood Ave
Jose call 247.7486 for appoint-

SIC EVEN BOUGHT AUSED
CAR. ITS A BEAT-te
131.k WITH *HANG [DOSE"

SHE GOES 70 Cali-GE

NEED STATISTICAL HELP, ZBS R
*march Associatee will input, aut.. nd interpret your data UM.

Share klt

disc
WEDNESDAY 11 45 AM Campus
Christian Center. 10th San Cartos

*Alt.
j.tt

Gene Mahoney

from the private seclor Write
Scholastic Consultants. P 0 Box
2744. Santa Clore Ca 95055 Or

NONSMKR ROOMATE to oh, 2bd 2bth
turn mobile home. Clekridge Mall

ANONYMOUS open
third
tradition
group.

YAKM2J, SLOE. 171REALLY
MVP OF Y OLD LADY.
IVOONE SAID SVE LOAD
MT IT *TER SHE LEFT MY
OLD l’Wt4 8UT SHE WS.

aid sources for which you are
qualified We guwente. IV Call or
write today tor tr. in...lion on
how you can receive financial eld

258-5528

1424

Good Clean Fun

what your grades ary or what your
income is we can find financial

225-3027

rity bldg. temple prkg, clean. quiet.
780 S llth St, $600-up 279-3958

At

neglected

tants we have the resources to
help you tap Into the private sector lor financini aid No motter

NONSMKR ROOMMATE WNTD to shr
condo. 200rm. 2tith. 1 pools. la.
c.71. w d Near Berry."’ & Capitol, 5350 mo
1 2 utl $100 lop

No pets Near Inter.
section ot 101 880 1058 N 4th SI.

r
B, A

name., Spanish 8 Chinese

275-8483

blh. ail pd. 5200 mo
6150 cep 2 bike to SJSU avail
NOW Kent 295.2280 evenings

ASIKLE BOUND

Medical are warmly wel-

Underground parking Apls have
6 large closets. all elect klt w mlyr lease
croweve oven 6 mo or

RENTVIclorlon

pea To
esulLoo4

glasws by the leadtng designers
Super thin lenses tor high power
Rs Open 7 days a wwk insur

GATEWAY APTS

12 15. call 21362330 iv nng

gULLE r

E 5PACESWP
NEWIP6LEK.,

lodes Let me permanently remove your unwonted hair (chin.
bikini. tummy. MOUOtaChe. ete)

FURNISHED RM for rent In beautiful
house. gd neighborhood. 6 Wks
frm campus Kitchen aryls Must
$150
be quet clew. $375 rno

ROOMATES TO SHR 3 bd. 2bth apt
dap
util 2 rms oval!
M F $200

PrrOPE.FASTER
7)1AN A SrEcCINC

BARE IT ALL’ Slop shaving. waxing.
tweezing or using chemIcal cepa-

HOUSING

GRAD STUDENT needs roommate
move in w you or look tor apl
w you anywhere near SJSU Prefer neat person M F 749-1179

( OAS SAIEFVEAl%

LEAp

TRyING TO F;r10 A
pi.ht TO PACK IN
Tog PARKING-WU,’
SPACC

’MESE ARE We
10041CFS OF

rvt w’r 84s GONE

SERVICES

tion will be sent alter receiving
detailed resume and photograph

room. $280 ’no Avellable Dec 15,
cell 298.2558

. GOiNG WHERI NO

1-HE FINAL

Judy Ryan. Rev Sorb Firnhaber

chome. ShIbuye-ku, Tokyo 150.
Japan Information on the posi

FEMALE HOUSEMATE Share home. 1
bik from SJSU Parking,furnlehed

Sheila Neal

spAct .41qqt

counseling, progrsms and study
opportunities
Rev
Natalie
Shires. Father Bob Leger Sister

mellow’ Education Services, Shin
Tele Bldg , 10-7. Dogenzeka 2.

STUDIO APARTMENTS 2 miles North
of campus Quiet security build-

program Worn
skill. 9261129

TO

corporations government
maim
minietries should wile to Int,

Isaac Newt

iSTRY at 298-0204 tor worship,

neertng, TESOL. lingulsasengl

addition, if you qualify. corporate
scholarships ere awarded. Intern.

mi

WORSHIP AT CAMPUS Christen Cen
ter Sunday LUTHERAN 10 45
ant CATHOLIC 6 30 prn snd 8 00
pm Please call CAMPUS MIN-

WORK IN JAPAN"."00. Individuals
with degree and or wporlence
In electronics 8 electrical angl

ROOM FOR

286-5880
NO NUKES’, Join
the fight to shut down the Rancho
Allatako Reactor Part time A career opportunities wallable Cell

6200

nwring advertising. telecommunication. education. elementary
education and ill. irwei industry
interested in leeching English tor
ow yew In Japan to employees of

1 -1

soling available al Comsdres
Family Sera. Associelion 288-

S J
to assist
WEEKEND AM , $6 50 hr
healthy disabled grad w AM routine, no sp ok Cali 356.2716

reeding skIlis are plus Some
evening and weekend positions
are wettable end some flexibility
Is Wowed during llnal exsms In

9AM.4PM. 2130 Meridian Ave

ACTIVISTS-

top 534$36$ Marie Callender. is
now hiring for all hours Will train
Call 265-7130, 2831 Meridian Ave ,

lieges $300 mo Inc’ 0MM/ft{ Call

HIRING0.0.00." ,,,,,,, Orttf!!

Foodurvers. busperson. dish.
wather, cook Must be agressive
and
achievement
orNnted
COCO’s FAMILY RESTAURANT.

S5 hr

cierned about drug uw (pre., ip
Von or Illegal), Confidential coun

Earn

WAITER WAITRESS COOKS

by Coast at 867-2700

3769090

CHRISTMAS TREES. 9 It silver tip end
white fir Only 5 avail 645 will deliver Call Dan el 262-7715

ACCOUNTANTS.

EARN EXCELLENT MONEY In home

EULIPIA RESTAURANT IB hiring bussers & waiters for lunch & dinner

ed

IIIM

Blvd in Sante Clara Call 984-3257
for Into

Enclosed is $_

a

ICircle Classification
Announcements
I
I
I
I
I

Help Wanted

I mos _

__Days

Personals

Automotive

Housing

Services

Travel

For Sale
Typing

Lost 8 Found

Stereo

For

Computers

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO

Classdeci Desk Locattel Outside 0814200
Hours 9 00 A M to 3 30P M

San Jos* State University

Deadline Two days prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only

Son Jose. California 95192

No refunds on cancelled ads

SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS

,, Local 1Vews

Monday , December 7, I 987,Spartan Daily

Library
computer
shuts down

Money
f

If.te.gi..11,

14%

Ddily 51,01,r icx

-rhe main
(.1..d.

ion compute,’
dov. II

cla% 11C,a11,C

CIlols
01111,10%;:c I MI
k tip progiani
I lw
t111111,11 0.11Ipidei I, OW
1,111... %ail
10.:1.11.1,
011:1:k MS

..11c,:k outs
Ittle
%%,I. dos.ti .tudents
%%etc tegtoted to 1111 out 1,-21.11.010n
t,00ks
10 diet. k
limns h
hoot the tibial
.ottl lot the slat! to
ic.old their 11,01..ktioo.,
e,tite dtmtt
SIthlettis
and student numbers.
ot
Ills: hooks hong
the ’/ebra code’.
checked out and then student se,
cards. in addition to the hook’s ,ata
numbei arn1 she’s
code on the
hums
e should 11.1%e the
stem
hack up b
said 1)ssiotlis
Yale. head ot the
Illation depart -

and

Men(

Yale said tlw stack ot re,ssid
torms %%mild iequile
le% ektia
hours ot kotk oket the %,%eekettcl tot
the statt
-The 1,aLk1012 of papemork
ma% lake alum’ f,110 three how, to

Lomptitei .

1111t,

\1111111L.

pissh.i111 do is this seckend... 1.11e sanl
1\ e lia%e to 10:i in all ot the
hooks turned its beton: kkt’ tall
Ntait

011

II

ill

kk.

,1,:t’kOt1-0(11

Dan Sweeno,
pHotogtaphof
1)orothy Nide, head of the circulation department, holds forms which
are used when Clark I ihrary ’s computer system isn’t working.
pioblem steins
The
L.1111011
I ilsiats equipment technician
trout
dm% n eat het Mi.
\ lot se sA as in ,onsinutsication
week.- sant JaLkie ()imam. iegional
%%oh ( I
Ss...terns. in Hassard.
directin tor ( I Sy .tenis
k lot se ...lid he did not lisis: time to
tom ille. \ la.. based lion. is ie
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The committee recommended
the group not be funded. Johnson
gave little indication during the
meeting as to how that decision wa.
leached.
Shakon Lou,. business affairs
doetiot and committee member. admitted that special allocations
"needs work" hut said it can be impro N. ed.
I cwt. said the chairman of special allocations Call find each directoi and tell them what happened during the committee meeting. but she
said there usually is no time for that.
"Its the chair’s responsibility
to intorm the directors. but it is not
their responsibility to seek her out."
Boothe said. "If she makes that assumption. that is erroneous...
The committees minutes are
released late Monday or Tuesday.
"which isn’t a whole lot of time" to
ieW
hefOre Wednesday
meetings. according to Lewis.
This semester there has also
been concern because the controller’s leport
near the top of the
agenda
11.1. been including Special
Ilocations Committee reports
w hich are normally. on the
bottom ot the agenda.
Lew is has recommended that it
he changed hack to the original order
hecause. "the energy is there. the
freshness of being in a meeting is
there. the argumentative attitude is
there...
I em.i. suggested that "when we
do go inio special allocations
. . Victoria as a chairwoman can
explain what went on in the special
allocation, ineoing."

Skiing
t ram page /
"I thought it was too narrow ot
an interest group to attract 500 people." she said. "It appealed to too
few people.’’
"The purpose of the trip is to
allow interaction between students,
staff and their guests,- Dale told
board members.
Michael McLennan. A.S. pres
ident told A.S. directors at the meeting, "I don’t believe it is self-interest
Tickets will be sold in front of
the Student Llnion through Wednesday. The $15 cost includes transportation. free ski lessons, and a discount on ski rental.

Theft
From page /
L.eave shopping malls before
they close because the main entrance
is often locked up forcing people to
walk around the outside of the mall
to their cars.
Carry money and credit cards
in front po4.:kets instead of buck
pockets or inside jacket pockets.
Carry purses between packages and your body because if a
package is stolen. it can be more easily replaced. Hernandez urged
women to let go of their purses because if a thief steals it this decreases
the chance of injury.
Most of all people should just
use their heads and be careful, Hernandez said.
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You remember. She was
always there when you were
frightened. And if you got
hurt, she wa.s standing by
with bandages. Wouldn’t it
feel good to talk to your
mother again right now?
Calling over AT&T Long
Distance Service probably
costs less than you think, too.
And if you have any questions
about AT&T rates or service,
a customer service representative is always standing
by to talk to you. just call
1 800 222-0300.
Sure, your schoolwork and
your friends keep you busy.
But call home and find out
what she’s wrapped up in.
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WHY BUY YOUR CAR FROM
AUTO BEST EUROPE?

All cars are reasonably priced.
Terms are negotiable.
Quality cars are offered.
Trade-ins are accepted.
Immediate delivery is available.
Large selection to choose from.
STOP BY FOR A TEST DRIVE TODAY

Between HIghway 17(880) and Bascom Ave
San Jose
947-1565

TRY OUR NEW
LUNCHEON BUFFET
UNIQUE
MOROCCAN DINING
WITHOUT COMPROMISF,

PRESENTS
MONDAY
NIGHT FOOTBALL

BELLY DANCING
ENTERTAINMENT
Joseph Izzo Jr

ON
BIG SCREEN T.V.

Tues., Dec. 8, 8:00-11:00
ETCETRA

Try our authentic dishes from
the land of Morocco
"El Maghreb Moroccan food is
out of this world."

Wed., Dec. 9, 8:00-11:00
SWING PARTY
Thurs., Dec.10, 8:00-12:00
FRANK JOSEPH
Fri., Dec.11, 8:00-11:00
ESO’rEI tics and
A WESTEILN FRONT
Tue., Dec.1 2, S:00-11:00
LONDON 1)(1WN
Wed., Dec.13, 8:00-11:00
KOOC I I BAHAR
Thurs., Dec.14,8:00-1’2:00
MYSTERY DATE

HAVE
A
HAPPY CH It IsTmAs
A GREAT

NEW YEAR

San Jose Mercury News ***1 2
/

EL MAGHREB MOROCCAN RESTAURANT has
been highly acclaimed by critics who have praised
the fine cuisine, the considerate service and the authentic Moroccan atmosphere.
The decor creates an atmosphere of comfort and
leisure. The vision is colorful, comtortable, and most
inviting. Belly dancers are featured every night here.
El Maghreb places emphasis on food anti decor. The
dishes are enticing and well made and give a fine example of Moroccan cuisine in traditional presentation.
This is more than just a meal . You can give over an
entire evening to this relaxed and unique dining experience. For two or 200, El Maghreb is sure to please.

145 W. Santa Clara Street

(between Market St. & San Pedro Sq.)

San Jose

Reservations 294-2243
Open 7 ni hts a week.
MOROCCAN
EL/VIAGHREBRESTAURANT
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Editor’s Note
The road from here
COMICS & STUFF
983 S. Bascom Ae.
San Jose
279-8070
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10% discount on any
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Offer expires 2/1/88
COFFEE ESPRESSO
CAPPUCCINO

LOS GATOS
COFFEIE
ROASTING
COMPANY
Specializing in the
finest coffees of
the world

w. Main St.
tiaio,.
95o3o
1408) 354-3263
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Charles Dickens opens his novel A
Tale of Two Cities with lines that go
something like this: It was the best of
times. It was the worst of times. It was
a time much like the present.
Dickens could very well have used
that line to describe the lall semester of
1987 at San Jose State l’iliversity. That
is, the point he was trying to make was
that, from any individual perspective,
we’re always at a crossroads.
It’s osy to say that this is a
crossroads time for San Jose Statc, and
indeed it is. The decisions the
1111 iversity’s administrators make will
have a profound effect on this
institution’s future. We’d like to
introduce you to two such administrators. both completing their first full
in their new positions: Acadetnic Vice President Arlene Okerlund
and Director of Intercollegiate Athletics
Randy Hoffman.
We’d also like to introduce you to
an important campus issue, the millions
of dollars the university spends on
research every year.
San Jose State, like the other 18
schools in the California Sue University system, is primarily a teaching
school. Its mission is undergraduate and
master’s degree level education.
Is research, Whiell hrings prestige to

the university and its faculty and also
keeps that faculty on the cutting edge of
knowledge, compatible with that
mission? Depending on whom you ask,
the answers vary. Nearly everyone
agrees that some research can only help
San Jose State. But it’s also clear the
university must not lose sight of its
primary mission.
We think these issues are important
to you as our readers. But we also
recognize there’s more to the student
life than lx)oks and lectures. In this
issue, we’ve included articles on
entertainment, fashion, food and fun.
When we started talking about what
we wanted to do with this issue of
Access, we decided to strive for
features that would be immediately
relevant to you which would be presented in a highly visual manner.
Our editorial staff and contributors
represent some of the most talented
student journalists and artists on
campus. As their editor, I had no doubt
they’d succeed in meeting those two
goals and I’d like to thank them for all
their hard work. I think they’ve done an
em dicta jot).
\ is also your tnagazine. Feel
Ai
free to let us know what you think and
what you’d like to see in the future.
And, by the way, thanks for joining us.
Frank Michael Russell, editor
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A holiday
tradition
San Jose Dance
Theatre’s annual
’Nutcracker’ ballet
By Tegan McLane
When Clement Clarke Moore
penned A Visit from Saint Nicholas in
the early 1800s, visions of sugarplums
danced only in the heads of children
nestled all snug in their beds on Christmas Eve.
Those dreams are brought to life in
the "Nutcracker" ballet which is loosely
based on E.T.A. Hoffmann’s story The
Nutcracker and the Mouse King. The
story tells of the magical Christma.s Eve
when a girl named Clara receives a
wooden nutcracker, shaped like a little
man, as a present from hcr eccentric
godfather, Drosselmeyer. Clara is
enthralled with Drosselmeyer’s gilt.
which comes to life and takes her on a
trip through the magical land of the
Sugarplum Fairy.
Each December, for 22 years, the
San Jose Dance Theatre has recreated
that magic in their annual "Nutcracker"
ballet. This year, on December 18, 19
an 20, audiences of all ages will settle
into seats at the San Jose Center for Performing Arts, where they will bc treated
to a real, live Sugarplum Fairy twirling
gracefully to Tchaikovsky’s tinkling
WM.

The Sugarplum Fairy’s dance, the
Pas de Deux , is a highlight in the San
Jose Dance Theatre’s "Nutcracker"
performance. Theirs is onc of the few
companies that still docs the Pas de
Deux in the original tradition, terre
terre , explains Paul Curtis Jr. , the
artistic director and co-founder of the
San Jose Dance The.atre.
"There’s lots of lifting (in thc
modem Pas de Deux). The old version
is very unspectacular by today’s
standards. So many dancers try to
goose it up, to give it a little flash,
which you can do ... but (in the Bolshoi
version) shc barely hit the floor. They
had her up in the air the whole time. She
takes a step; one guy picks her up;

Brownin Carson, 17, warms up
before rehearsing "Snowflakes."
another guy picks her up; they’re
carrying her all over the place. But with
that music’? The music tells you it’s a
love duct. And it’s hard to make love in
the air."
This year, as always, thc part of the
Sugarplum Fairy and her cavalier will
bc danced by special guest artists.
Prima ballerina Kim Lightheart and
hcr partner, danscur Pierre Quinn, will
be coming to San Jose from the National
Ballet of Canada in Toronto. Lightheart,
a delicate strawberry blonde, had a
smashing debut with her portrayal of the
title rolc in the cla.ssic ballet, "Giselle."
"She’s really exquisite. I think she
will really look like a Sugarplum Fairy,"
says Curtis.
Though the Sugarplum Fairy and her
cavalier arc big name professionals
6 -- Access

imported from
companies like
National Ballet of
Canada and the
Jolfrey Ballet, the
real stars are the
children gleane,d
from dancing
schools around the
South Bay area.
"We really do
usc children, not
adult dancers
hunching over to
look like children,"
Curtis explains.
"Our Clara is a real
little girl, not a
professional."
Because this is a
non-pmfit, educational venture,
Curtis and his cofounder Shawn
Stuart are committed to the idea of
using community
talent in San Jose
Dance Theatre
productions.
"If we don’t
keep (San Jose
Dance Theatre)
going," Curtis
explains, "there’s
not going to be a
Kenneth K Lam
venue for local
dancers." They’ll wind up going to Ncw
York and getting discouraged if they
can’t find a job, he predicts.
In 32 years of teaching, Curtis hasn’t
forgotten that it is important for a dancer
to have a chance to be recognized.
Kristine Eldridge, a San Jose State
University junior majoring in dance and
English, danced in "Nutcracker" for five
years, playing everything from an angel
to a mouse marauder.
By the time she reache,d her last
year, playing a marzipan shepherdess,
Eldridge says it wasn’t work. "It was
mostly just fun. I basically knew the
part (from watching others do it in past
years). Thc part suited me, or I adapted
to it well."
"The audience is very big and it can
be intimidating (up on stage)," she
admits. "I think it’s a good thing for the
kids, though, even if they’re not featured
or a soloist. Once they get up there and
out on that stage, it’s quite an accomplishment."

While the children prove theinselves
on stage, just as many parenLs and
volunteers are responsible for the accomplishments behind the scenes.
San Jose State alumnus Randy Bliss
(’64) knows all alvut that. Bliss got
involved driving his daughter, Rachel,
to and from rehearsals when she was
ca.st as a cciokie in 1983.
For the Bliss family, like many
others, the "Nutcracker" is now a family
affair. This year Rachel, 13, is the
Ballerina Doll: her father is co-production manager and serves on San Jose
Dance Theatre’s board of directors.
Another daughter, nine-year-old Natalie,
sings with the San Jose Dance Symphony choir and mother, Elizabeth
Bliss, handles the company’s publicity.
Parent volunteers do everything from
repainting the fading sets to guiding free
backstage tours. A crew of about 30, together with about a dozen professional
stagehands, run backstage operations for
the shows.
For the professionals, "Nutcracker"
is a tradition some have been a part of
for years, but for the volunteers, being a
part of the arts is a new and exciting experience.
Tall and athletic, Bliss had always
been active in sports, but he had never
been exposed to ballet.
"I became a patron of the arts when I
met my wife," he says. "My idea of
bcing a patron of the arts before then

was attending a pro football game or a
pro basketball game."
"I think I’ll probably continue to
help (after Rachel moves on in her
dancing career). I’ll always be open to
the idea of volunteering," he adds.
Each person who sees "Nutcra,
has his own favorite part in the magical
story the March of the Worxlen
Soldiers with thc troop of eight-yearolds, the two dozen cookies that fit
under Mother Ginger’s giant hoop skin.
or the beautiful Sugarplum Fairy.
But for Randy Bliss, the real magic
is when the curtain rises.
"I really likc the party scene. It’s so
full of happiness, getting together with
people you haven’t seen in a long time
... the children playing and laughing.
That’s how (working on) ’Nutcrackcr
The setting is perfect. The only thing
missing is the snow in the background.
It would be really neat to have it snow
in California, just for that day." Just like Ik
it wa.s in St. Petersburg, Russia, ror the
first performance of "Nutcracker."
Tegan McLane, a senior journalism
major, is associate editor of Access.
Photographer Kenneth K. Lam, a
senior photojournalism major, has
been an Intern st the Stockton Record.

Rachel Bliss, 13, reflects on her
rehearsal of the "Ballerina Doll"
dance.
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possible worlds...a haven for
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"...the feel is intimate...the
Phoenix makes the downtown
a place to be.
San Jose Mercury News

"One of the hottest spots in
downtown San Jose, the
Phoenix has risen from its
ashes..."

Sari Jose Business Journal

17 San Pedro Square, San Jose
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Quality Kodak Copies
At Affordable Prices
Term Papers and Reports
Resumes
Theses
Handouts and Flyers
SELF-SERVE COPIERS AVAILABLE
Velo and Spiral Binding
Gold Stamping
Passport Photos
Self Serve Typewriters
Cassette Duplicating
Course Reading Packets
310 S Third St
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In the Bag
Interesting Gifts for
Interesting People
MOOOVE OVER dinosaurs the holsteins are here
Cow bowl. $7.95. Cow mug. $6.95.
The Company, Oakridge Mall
Photos and Text By Kathy Kinser
Illustration By Tracy Penn

GRIP IT.
The dexterity
spring builds
strength and
relieves stress.
$4.95. Brookstone,
Valley Fair.

SHOULDER THAT
BIKE around fallen trees
or up staircases with Kirkland’s
Mountain Bike carrying pad. It doubles
as storage, $19.98.
Shaw’s Lightweight Cycles,
39 Washington St.. Santa Clara.

SHARPEN UP those
enlargements by
adding the Minisight
grain focuser to
the darkroom.
$22.95.
Discount Photo
Supply.
451 S. Fourth St.,
San Jose.

HOT STUFF stays hot with this
mug warmer. $9.95.
Crate & Barrel. Valley Fair
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BEAM THESE IN to your
favorite Trekkie s stocking.
Movies I
through III.
$19.95. Movie
IV. $29.95.
Tower Video.
1920 S.
Bascom Ave..
Campbell.

WINE OPENINGS.
The newest.
neatest access to
uncorked wine
treasures.
Screwpull’s foil
cutter cuts the foil
capsule, and the
Ah-so cork puller
removes the cork
undamaged.
Foil cutter, $5.50.
Cork puller, $3.50.
J. Lohr Winery, 1000 Lenzen Ave San Jose

.

UNFOLD the mystery of the
Orient. the romance of
Europe, and the comforts
of home with these pocket
size maps and guides to
foreign and domestic cities.
7.50 each. 3 for $22.00.
Stern’s Luggage.
Valley Fair and Oakridge Mall

STAR GAZING is easier with the Cosmic star scope. It
adiusts for date. time and location. $21.95.
The Nature Company, Valley Fair.
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Randy
Hoffman
faces the
future
By Brad Aragon
Illustration By Doug Duril

’The University of Maryland’s
associate athletics director Randy
Hoffman had been searching for a better
climate and a new home on the West
Coast. He found what hc was looking
for in the position of athletics director at
San Jose State University.
In the transition, though, Hoffinan left
more than just bad weather behind at the
controversial University of Maryland.
In the years prior to 1987, the school
had enjoyed a respectable reputation a.s
one of the nation’s top colleges. With a
nationally ranked basketball team,
taryland was well known in the eyes of
both collegiate athletes and other
students.
’Then, in June 1986, tragedy struck
with the cocaine-related death of
basketball standout Len Bia.s. Confusion, investigations, and cover-ups ran
rampant through the school’s administration like wildfire.
In the aftermath of these tragic events,
Maryland’s head basketball coach Lefty
I
and Athletics Director Dick
Dull resigned from their positions in a

;
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state of mass confusion.
Unlike many of his colleagues in the
Maryland athletic program, the 35 -yearold Hoffman survived the whole series
of events and came through with a
spoiloss reputation. I loft inan was the
only top athletic oil ICI:1 I to stay at the
school alter the Bias incident.
With the Bias death being the most
publicized problem at Nlaryland, few
knew of the academic problcins that
stir-I.:teed around the same time. In a
Vora Illustrated story, five of 12
basketball players were reported to have
flunked out of school during their spring
semester, including Bias. As a result of
such reports, the basketball team’s
academic adviser, Wendy Whittemore,
resigned in disgust.
Approximately two years prior to the
Maryland incidents, San Jose State
contacted Hoffman regarding the
position of athletic director. At the
time, he had just completed his second
bachelor’s degree and was working on a
master’s.
"It just wasn’t the best time to apply
for the position at San Jose," Hoffman
sad.
But when the position at San Jose
State opened up again in spring 19g6
with the resignation of then athletic
director Lynn Eilefson in the wake of a
S300,000 deficit in the program,
Hoffman set his sights
on the West Coast,
along with nearly 4,0
other applicants.
"Thc second
opportunity immediately spurred some
interest on my part,"
he admitted.
The first group to see Hoffman was an
II -member screening committee whose
purivse was to narrow down the field of
applicants to a handful. After passing
this phase of the process, Hoffman faced
an interview with San Jose State’s
Athletics Board. The board, after
interviewing the candidates, sent its
recommendations to university President
Gail Fullerton, who made the final
decision to hire Hoffman in April.
The interview can make or break a job
opportunity. This experience was no
different for Hoffman when seeking the
athletics director post. Because of his
association with Maryland, the Athletics
Board felt a need to know everything
about him.

nsf
According to member Benton White,
the Athletics Board wanted to make
certain that lloffman was "not part of
the problem at Maryland, but rather, part
of the solution." With intense questioning. the board screened ’loft man’s pa.st
with a line-mth comb, finding nothing
that made its inembers doubt his
capabilities.
"If there ha.s ever been an investigation where somebody has been found
innocent, then Randy Hoffman is one of
those people," said White.
Hoffman brought a sense of confidence and professionalism with hint to
his interview. His confidence came
from knowing he could provide San
10SC State with the experience the
university needed to integrate its men’s
and women’s athletic programs.
"lie did his homework well before he
came here," White said. "Fie kncw San
Jose State better than any of the other
candidates. That’s a simple fact!"
Hoffman said hc simply wanted to
"relate his organizational talents to the
committee" and state his philosophy on
athletics.
With only six months of experience at
San Jose State under his belt when
interviewed by Access magazine in
October, Hoffman was diving head first
into his pile of "things to do."
First on his agenda was reorganizing
the men’s and women’s athletic departments into a single division, a structure
Hoffman wa.s familiar with from his
days at Maryland. A combined mcn’s
and women’s program is a very common practice among college campuses.
Fullerton had decided in November
1986 that San Jose State would follow
suit once a new athletics director was
appointed, believing the merger would
create a more efficient program and help
avoid future deficits. According to San
Jose State’s sporLs information director
Lawrence Fan, "Hoffman has done a
very fine job with reorganizing the two
programs."
Another of Hoffman’s major goals is
to establish the important ideals of the
student athlete.
"Student athletes should be students
first and athletes second," said Hoffman.
"They should have the capacity to
graduate from the university and be
positive contributors to society. If they
don’t have these qualitias, they
shouldn’t be in school."
Both San Jose State’s faculty and its

athletes seem to agree with this think
ing.
"Hoffman ha.s a strong sense of
athletics within the context of an
academic community," White said.
From an athlete’s standpoint,
lioffinan seems to bring together sports
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’Athletes should be
students first and
athletes second.’
--Randy Hoffman
and academics.
"Hoffman came across as being on
our side," said Phillip Fnisch, a defensive comerback for the Spartan football
team. "He’s there to help us with
athletics and school."
One issue every athletics director
must face is the National Collegiate
Athletic Association’s policies on drug
testing.
"You have to be naive to think that
only students, anti not athletes, use
drugs," said Hoffman.
He does note that athletes are faced
with a "double -whammy" because some
athletes use performance enhancing
drugs (steroids) rather than recreational
drugs. Hoffman prefers that sports be
drug-frce, arid athletes thc same, but he
is concemed with the possibility of
invasion of privacy. He predicts the
courts will finally need to decide the
Fall/Winter 1987 - 11
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outcome. The NCAA now only
conducts drug tests for post-season or
championship games. But, Hoffman
says, there is legislation being proposed
that may give the NCAA the right to
administer drug tests throughout the
regular season.
Hoffman’s first few months at San
Jose State have included both long- and
short-term goal setting. One of his most
exciting projects is a fund-raising
program set to take in nearly S1.4
million within the next five years. The
goal set for 1988 is to reach S700,()00,
then possibly S850,000 by 1989.
Hoffman believes that he has not
quite settled into San Jose State yct.
"1 think the judgment on me is still
not in court yet," Hoffman said.
But White, who has known and
worked with every athletics director at
San Jose State since 1961, feels
Hoffman is doing a fine job so far.
"The first few months have made all
of us deeply impressed, and our judgment ha.s been vindicated by his

What’s
law
school
really
like?

performance," White said. "We’ve had
some marvelous people in the past, but
no one has been groomed for this
position as well as Hoffman. Our
athletics program is in gootl hands."
Hoffman, whenever he gets a chance
to relax, is an avid photographer, golfer
and tennis player. He claims that it
would be a rare occasion, though, when
he gets a chance to take off his tie and
put on a pair of shorts. But when he
does get the chance, he wants to enjoy
this California weather just like all of
us. "Ik1aryland people would consider a
good day to be 35 to 40 degrees, but
California people want it to be 75
degrees and sunny," he said.
California’s fair weather should suit
Randy Hoffman just fine.
Biad Aragon is a senior public
relations major.
Artist Doug Duril Is a senior advertising major.
Photographer Julie Bennett, a senior
photojournalism major, has been an
intern for the Toronto Star.

Let us answer all your questions about
Admission Requirements
Program of Study
Job Opportunities

Costs and Finances
LSAT (Law School Admissions
The Demands of Law Study

Test)

at our Open House and Forum with students
and faculty of the Monterey College of Law.
OPEN FORUMS:
January 13 Wed.
February 3 Wed.
March 9
Wed.
March 19
Sat.
April 13
Wed.
May 11
Ved.

6:30
6:30 l!Ni.
6:3111!NI.
10:00
6:31101.
6:30 IN.

Due to limited seating. reservations
are required so phone 373-3301
now to hold your place

MONTEREY COLLEGE OF LAW
498 Pearl Street. Monterey
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Campus

Your
user s
guide to
SJSU
By Deborah G. Guadan
Illustrations By
Gene Mahoney

After II semesters, 126 units and a
lot of long lines, I feel more comfortable
at San Jose State University than I ever
thought I could. Maybe you won’t be
here for five or six years, but this
information can help you feel morc at
ca.se. Whether you’re a veteran of
college campuses or have simply
traveled a lot, don’t be fooled by thc
size of this campus. San Jose State may
not look that large, but getting lost is
still a guarantee, not an option.
From the offset be wanted that, for
the first three weeks of each semester,
the hardest part of a day, if you commute, is parking in a campus garage.
First, figure out which garages
demand your money before they let you
in and which demand your money
before you leave. Only the Seventh
Street Garage requires the 75 cent
payment before entering; Tenth Street

and Fourth Street garages let you pay
when you leave, so have three quarters
waiting.
Don’t let pride become a stumbling
block. If you’re new on campus, go
ahead and carry your campus map, or
ask a passer-by for directions.
Perhaps you’re not comfortable with
asking someone just walking by. In that
ca.se, great sources of general news and
telephone numbers are the two Information Desks located on campus. One is
located on the main level of the Student
Union, next to the cafeteria. Thc other is
on the main floor of thc Administration
Building, across fmm the Cashier’s
Office and the Financial Aid Business
Office, both places every student
becomes familiar with, sooner or later.
Both of these desks should be able to
provide you with enough data to at least
get you started in the right direction. In
Fall/Winter 1987 -- 13

addition, Spartans can use telephones at
the desks for free calls on campus.
Aside from the buildings where your
classes take place, there arc six buildings on campus you should know about.
They house the majority of needs for the
average student.
The Student Union offers ever thing
front books and bagels to bowling and
Beethoven. The bottom level houses the
textbook department of the Spartan
Bookstore, the Student Union Ganiei
Area vkliich includes howling, pool
iables and vitleo games, and a lounge
area with a television set to pass the
time.
Main flom attractions include the
Spartan Bookstore and thc cafeteria.
’The Associated Students Business
Office, also on the main floor, is a gold
mine for Spartans. The business office
offers check cashing for up to $15.(X), a
place to pay utility bills, a stamp
machine and even information on health
insurance.
Third level Student Union assets arc
more cultural and include the Associated Student Council Chambers and
several meeting rooms for lectures.
Probably the two most relaxing
activities arc the Union Art Gallery and
the Mu.sic Listening Room, both on the
third level. The gallery shows the works
of local artists and is a great place to
learn about, or display, art. The music
room has area.s which require the use of
headphones, private listening rc)oms and
a large general arca where you can read
or talk.
For social mingling, eating, drinking
and watching big screen television, thc
Spartin Pub and Bakery in the Old

Campus
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Cafeteria Building are necessai
any Spartan’s life. Entertainment
the Spartan Pub offers live music
several nights a week.
Around the comer from the Pub
the Student Activities and Service,
Office. This office provides information
about all the clubs on campus or
directions for starting a ncw one. For
new students who want to get involved
in on-campu.s activities, this office is a
must.
The Administration Building houses
the Cashier’s Office whcrc tuition and
other fees arc paid. Financial aid checks
can be picked up at the Financial Aid
Business r >nice directly across from the
Cashier ’s )11 ice. The offices of thc
acalcinic vice president, the ombudsman, the director of faculty affairs and
the undergraduate studies office arc also
located in this building.
Counseling Services, the Women’s
Resource Center mid the Testing Office
are also quartered in the Administration
Building, all on the um lloor.
Counseling Services provides free,
confidential counseling for all San Jose
State students, faculty and employees.
Both regular appointments and emergency services are available. ’The
’omen’s Resource Center offers
information on women’s support groups
and activities and events in the area. The
Testing Office has information on
waiver exams, graduate record exams
and other special tests. For test deadlines, it’s best to contact the office early
in the semester.
’The next two buildings arc where
serious students will spend most of their
ree time. Yes, you guessed it the
libraries.
Clark Library holds books and
periodicals published from 1970 to the
present. It’s the newest one and offers
great information. At the entrance,
you’ll find a message board for study
groups to keep in touch and a change
machine.
Books published before 1970 are
available in the older Wahlquist North
I.ibrary. The Reserve Book Room,
where instructors can kccp hard-to-find
books and articles for students to use, is
on the third floor of Wahlquist Nonh.
After all this information, you need
to know where to go for some healing.
The Student Health Service, kx:ated in
the Health Building, offers medical
14 -- Access
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Information Desks -- Administration Building Information
Desk (924-5908) Hours: Monday Friday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Student Union Information Desk
(924-6530) Hours: Monday Thursday 8 a.m. to 11 p.m., Friday
8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and Saturday 9
a.m. to 5 p.m.
Spartan Bookstore -- Hours:
Monday - Thursday 7:15 a.m. to 7
p.m., Friday 7:15 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Saturday 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Student Union Games Area
-- Hours: Monday - Thursday 8
a.m. to midnight, Friday 8:30 a.m.
to 1 a.m., Saturday noon to 1 a.m.,
Sunday noon to midnight.
Clark Library -- (924-2710)
Hours: Monday - Thursday 8 a.m.
to 11 p.m., Friday 8 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Saturday 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
Sunday noon to 8 p.m.
Wahlqulst Library -- (9242829) Monday - Thursday 10 a.m.
to 10 p.m.: Fridays and weekends
from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
attention Monday through Friday.
There is also a phannacy where prescriptions can be filled.
There they are the six buildings I
rate as thc places almost every student
needs to know atxxit. Hopefully, now
you can walk around campus and feel a
little more at home.
Deborah G. Guadan, a senior
journalism major, is editor of the
Spartan Daily.
Artist Gene Mahoney, a senior
graphic design major, draws the
Spartan Daily’s comic strip Good
Clean Fun.

California Cool

"I like winter. I love the cool weather,

Winter is a time when I can bring out old

"Winter is a time for hot food -- chili, soup.

especially when there’s a light drizzle out.
It gets me to think about myself, where I

blankets, a time when I can wear boots to
school and wear old, comfortable sweat-

That’s what I associate with winter. Winter
is spent indoors, with a fireplace. And

am, where I’m going. I was born in Eng-

ars.’

there’s more of a chance for formal

land. London is my favorite city because
of not only what it has to offer, but

Julie Rogers, 21. is a junior majoring in

occasions like Christmas and Thanksgiving

journalism

as opposed to a summer barbecue in your
backyard . "

because of the winters
Warren Johnson, 25, is a senior, double

Ken Gilbert, 22, is a senior majoring in

majoring in graphic design and advertising

graphic design
On Ken Brown and purple zip -front

On Warren White dress shirt, $65 00,

geometric pattern shirt, $68 00, trousers,

brown and gray geometric pattern

$98 00 Mattnique, from InWear in Valley

sweater. $98 00: charcoal gray trousers,

Fair Shopping Center

$88 00 All Matintque, from InWear in
Valley Fair Shopping Center
On Julie. Black and white plaid blouse
$68 00, black blazer, $125 00. Matinique,
from InWear in Valley Fair Shopping Center
Silver and rhinestone pierced earnngs also
from InWear, $50 00
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"I love winter ’cause it’s the kind
of weather when I can drink hot
chocolate and watch ’I Love
Lucy’ reruns ..’
Debby Kaplan, 22, is a journalism major, in her senior year.
On Debby: Ivory women’s cords,
$59.00; ivory chanteuse shirt,
$45.00; olive cabled vest,
$69.00; olive roll -up hat, $32 00;
olive document bag, $26 00;
tapered belt, $25.00; mocassins,
$59 00. All from Banana
Republic in Valley Fair Shopping
Center

"To me, winter means warm,
intimate evenings by the fire, with
a good book. I like sleeping in on
cold, rainy mornings.

1

Reed P. Struppa, 25, is a senior,
majoring in broadcast journalism.
On Reed Blue rogue pants,
$29.95, blue and white banker’s
flannel shirt, $32.00; blue surplus
battle jacket, $22.00; silk
aviator’s scarf, $24.00, jute belt,
$15 00; safan shoo, $6900,
rucksack, $79 00 All from
Banana Republic in Valley Fair
Shopping Center

1

’The cold is exhilarating VVhat
can I say? We don’t seem to
have a real winter here I like
snow because it makes it so
much nicer to come inside and
get warm t guess I like dramatic
season changes...’
Allaire Paterson, 23, is working
toward her master’s in theater
arts, with an emphasis on
performance
On Allaire: Essential skirt in
bronze, $45 00, ivory Kenya
pioneer’s shirt. $36.00; women’s
tweed jacket, $245 00, fur felt
hat, $59.00, papaya jacquard
scarf, $24 00, ranch boots,
$165 00, freelance briefcase,
$129 00 All from Banana
Republic in Valley Fair Shopping
Center
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"I love winter because I love
wearing big. warm sweaters I love
cuddling in sweaters And I like hot
chocolate, fireplaces and walking
on crunchy leaves "
Angela Walker, 24, is a sophomore majoring in Radio/TV with a
concentration in film
On Angela Denim jeans. $50 00.
denim jacket, $87 00. chambray
shirt $40 00, belt, $24 00 All from
Esprit Jeans in Valley Fair
Shopping Center Ecru sweater.
$50 00, from Espnt Collection in
Valley Fair Wessons, $62.00,
from Esprit Sport in Valley Fair
Shopping Center.

On Reed Khaki bush pants,
$77 50, black long sleeved shirt,
$50 00; wine polo. $40 00, black
and cream checked shirt. $67 50.
long-sleeved green and navy club
shirt, $90 00. All from Polo,’ Ralph
Lauren in Valley Fair Shopping
Center
On Warren Cream hamptons,
$52 50, jade club shirt, $35 00,
blue and white striped oxford,
$45 00, red and navy sweater,
$120 00 All from Polo/ Ralph
Lauren in Valley Fair Shopping
Center
On Ken Khalu pants, $85.00. blue
and gold rugby shirt, $90 00, red
club shirt, $35 00. white lightweight jacket, $97 50 All from
Polo/ Ralph Lauren in Valley Fair
Shopping Center
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On Debby Black knit dress by Holly
Sharp $138 00 From Diva in San Jose
On Angela Red skirt by Chnstina Mass,
$30 00 red top by Chnsbna Maxx,
$38 00, earring. $26 00, and necklace,
$18 00. by Jan Michael From Diva in San
Jose

On Ken Charcoal gray trousers, $88 00. and
matching blazer, $160 00. white dress shirt.
$65 00. be. $20 00 All from InWear in Valley
Fair Shopping Center
On Julie Black dress with tiered bustle by
Betsy Johnson. $86 00 From Diva in San
Jose
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Photographs By
Amelita Manes
and Julia Tranchina
ArnelltaManesandJullaTranchInaere
seniors majoringin photojournalism.

People

Arlene
Okerlund’s
campus
vision
By Frank Michael Russell
Just ask around. It was no huge
surprise when one candidate emerged in
May from a pool of more than 80
applicants to become San Jose State
University’s academic vice president.
At a large, often impersonal,
university where bureaucracy is usually
the norm, Arlene Okerlund stands out
as an administrator whose brash,
dynamic style can make a difference.
Okerlund, with six years experience
as dean of thc School of Humanities and
the Arts, had the qualities San Jose State
needed in its new academic vice
president, says university President Gail
Fullerton. "Shc has, first of all, a
breadth of interest and a good bit of
knowledge, as well in a number of
fields."
Okerlund has a knowledge of the
university and a campuswide ba.se of
faculty support that made her a natural
for the job. Her academic background is
just as impressive.
She studied English and chemistry as
an undergraduate at the University of
Maryland, received her bachelor’s
degree in 1960, earned her doctorate in
English from the University of California at San Diego in 1969, and began
teaching the same year in San Jose
State’s English Department.
"She showed herself to be a superb
academic administrator," Fullerton says,
adding that Okerlund has a "contagious
enthusiasm" she brings to hcr job.
Okerlund was appointed interim
academic vice president in May 1986,
replacing John Gruber, who was ousted
in the wake of a $300,000 deficit in the
university’s athletics program. Fullerton took over direct responsibility for
intercollegiate spons at San Jose Statc
soon after Gruber’s resignation.

Julie Bennett

Arlene Okerlund was appointed
academic vice president in May.
As interim academic vice president,
Okerlund worked to build bridges
between the university’s schools and
departments. Okerlund encouraged the
deans to come together to plan for the
university’s future a controversial
position to take at an institution where
academic power has long resided
individually with the deans and department heads.
"That’s crucial if we’re going to
work a.s an institution," she emphasizes.
"The whole is greater than the sum of
thc parts."
Looming large on San Jose State’s
horizon, shc says, is a changing faculty.
In thc next five to seven years, university administrators expect a substantial
number of faculty retirements. New
professors will need to be hired.
The plans thc university makes will
determine what San Jose State will be
like as it grows into the next century.
"We’re trying to envision the university
of the year 2000," Okerlund explains.
With the Project 88 Engineering
Building expansion slated for compleFall/Winter 1987 -- 1 9

tion next year, San Jose State will
develop into a Silicon Valley leader in
engineering education, shc says, adding
that the university is also developing
strong programs in such are,as a.s health
sciences, journalism and the arts.
But growth will not be without its
challenges. Project 88, for example,
will bring thousands of new engineering
students into the university. Demand for
cla.sses will rise, particularly in areas
such as chemistry, physics and mathematics, but also campuswide.
San Jose State faces a future with
solid scholastic base, even in an arca
known for its prestigious colleges and
universities, Okerlund says.
"We will never compete with
Berkeley and Stanford," she observes,
adding that those universities are
institutions where scholarly research and
graduate education are empha.sized.
"Where we do conripete and I
believe win is in teaching undergraduate students. We arc pmviding a
good, solid understanding of the world
v.,e live in."
Fronk Michael Russell, a senior
journalism major,
editor of Access.

Research at

Playing
the prestige
game
’three students work intently in a
cramped university laboratory, cluttered
with test tubes. petri dishes and other
miscellaneous equipment. They arc
experimenting v, ith DNA from bacterial
cells, tr> ing to understand the mechanisms behind specific mutating genes.
Across Silicon Valley at Moffett
Field, San Jose State University students
work beside National Aeronautics and
Space Administration scientists,
attempting to develop stronger materials
for protecting spacecraft from the
incredibly high temperatures generated
by re-entry through the earth’s atmosphere.
Back at the campus, a graduate
student administers career and vocational assessments to a physically

Me Lynn Tsuprnoto

handicapped student and provides
counseling and guidance for him as he
struggles with decisions regarding
school and goals.
All this research
research that
costs millions of dollars
is actually
being done at San Jose State facilities,
by San Jose State people.
More than S6.3 million per year is
spent on grant-sponsored research at
San Jose State. When compared to the
athletic budget of S2.6 million,
S980,000 of which goes toward football,
this seems like a lot. But, when compared to San Diego State University’s
research budget of $30 million, it is only
a drop in the bucket.
San Jose State, however, still
manages to hold it-% own in thc research
field. It has the second largest volume of
research in thc California State University system and ranks third in the San
Francisco Bay Arca, after thc University
of California at Berkeley and Stanford
University.
"Wc are behind San Diego State,
but ahead of the other 17 in the (CSU)
20 -- Access

Moss Landing researcher Steve
Fitzwater dissolves liquid nitrogen.

system," said Fullerton, adding that
research is an excellent form of teaching
and that shc would like to increase thc
amount being done at the university.
Professor Dan Holley from the Depanment of Biological Sciences would
also like to sec more research at San
Jose State. He noted that research helps
provide an "intellectual stimulus" and
"student involvement," both of which
arc important ingredients for a healthy
academic atmosphere.
Holley said that most faculty arc
shackled by their teaching loads anti do
not have time to do as much research as
they want.
Richard Norel director of
research and development at the San
Jose State Foundation office, prefers to
look at the situation another way.
"They (the faculty) have an unambiguous commitment to excellence in

SJSU

By
Kara
Myers

the classroom," Norclli said.
According to NomIli and Fullerton,
0.1, " LI nambiguous commiument" is part
the mission of the CSU system.
"The mission of our campus, and
of our sister campuses of California
Suite University, permits us to do instructionally related research but
provides no funding for that," Fullerton
said.
In contrast, both the University of
California system and Stanford University are dedicated to research. Comparing the CSU system to them is like
comparing apples and oranges, Norelli
said.
Faculty involved in research at UC
schools and Stanford may "buy" release
One from teaching, based on the
amount of research thcy arc doing. In
sonic cases, professors may have 100
percent release time
they don’t teach
any cla.sses.
Faculty at San Jose State, however,
arc required to teach and therefore arc
restricted in the amount of relea.se time
they can take, Norelli said. San Jose
State faculty teach four courses each
semester, but may obtain up to 25
percent, and in rare cases 50 percent,
release time to do research.
Since the state does not provide
money for research at San Jose State,
funds must be obtained though grants
from other agencies such as NASA, the
National Institute of Health and the
National Science Foundation.
Nomlli, who holds a doctorate in
physical anthropology, is partly responsible for bringing research dollars into
the university. He helps locate funding
for research and training and is excited
to be at San Jose State.
"Scholars here at SJSU are advancing the frontiers of science," Norclli
said. "Our faculty arc very, very good.
Being a good teacher and providing
excellence in the classroom is the
overriding mission of the university."
Part of providing that excellence,
according to him, is being aware of, and
involved in, new developments in a
particular field.
San Jose State has an advantage
because of its location in the hcan of
Silicon Valley.
"Most people think that Stanford is
the engine that drives Silicon Valley,
but it’s San Jose State University that is

school, to participate in the two-day
workshop.
According to Charles Wingct, a
NASA scientist involved in the project,
the results of the workshop iuld Holley’s
research will become part of a NASA
technical memorandum used for making
recommendations to NASA engineers
designing the animal research chambers
used on spacecraft.
Some of thc spacecraft to which
Winget referred are biosatellitcs
similar to thc Soviet Cosmos biosatellites, space shutdes such as Challenger,
anti the proposed space station, a large
research facility which will fly in space
for as long as 90 days.
He added that when the resulting
memorandum is released, it could be
used for the ncxt 10 to 15 years.
Holley’s second project with NASA
involves studying pineal glands from the
rats that flew aboard the Soviet biosatellite Cosmos in September and October
1987. Located in the brain, the gland is
an important biological timing mechanism which affects repnxluctive organs.
Robert Anderson, a professor in
San Jose State’s Material Engineering
Department, studies the tiles which
provide thernial protection for the
exterior of the space shuttle, also
through a grant from NASA. His group
is trying to develop stronger, more
protective tiles.
"The tiles arc totally parasitic. They
arc just a weak overcoat designed to
protect thc structure," Anderson
explained.
Off campus, San Jose State’s Moss
Landing Marine Laboratories, located
on the coa.st between Santa Cruz and
Monterey, receives more than SI.5
million of grant money and is very
active in research. John Martin, director
of the marine laboratories, is studying
the "greenhouse effect" of thc increasing carbon dioxide levels in the world’s
atmosphere.
The greenhouse effect is a build-up
of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere
which acts as a kind of insulator,
causing the unh’s temperatures to rise
and mclt the polar ice caps.
"If the ice caps melt, San Jose is
under 40 feet of water," Martin said.
Florida and Ncw York City would also
be covered by ocean.
Removal of carbon dioxide from

the engine. Stanford is the steering
wheel."
Approximately 250 grants and
contracts were awarded to San Jose
State last year, many of which involve
more than one faculty member. NomIli
estimated that at least one-half of the
faculty is involved to somc extent in
research. Most of the projects involve at
least one student, usually more.
According to Serena Stanford,
a.ssociate academic vice president for
graduate studies and research, a relatively small percentage of the research
at San Jose State is actually funded.
Holley is very active in research
and is presently involved in two NASA
projects.

More than
$6.3 million
is spent
each year on
grant -funded
research
One of these is a grant of S43,960
to study the effects of light intensity on
rodents, specifically rats, and to determine the appropriate light levels to be
used in animal chambers in space. Light
affects, and essentially regulates,
circadian rhythms of animals which
affect body temperature, hormone
levels, and many other physiological
parameters. This study is designed to
determine the quality of light required
for optimal health of the animals.
Ultimately, the results of the research
may affect lighting requirements for
nonhuman primates, such as monkcys,
and even humans.
As part of the study, San Jose State
hosted a NASA sponsored workshop in
July 1987. Established scientists cante
from Johns Hopkins University,
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and Harvard University’s medical
Fall/VVinter 1987 -- 21
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the air is primarily done by plants near
the surface of oceans. The carbon is
transported to the bottom of thc ocean
when the plants die and sink into the
sediments. Martin and his students arc
collecting these sinking plant remains to
determine just how much carbon
dioxide the plants arc transporting.
Grant money helps fund research
expeditions for Martin’s group to
different parts of the globe. In August
his group traveled to Alaska. Next year,
Martin hopes to go to the Antarctic and
the North Atlantic.
Professor Robert Fowler, from the
Department of Biological Sciences,
operates through a grant from the
National Institute of Health. Hc and his
group of four students study mutation
mechanisms of genes in Escherichia coli
cells, a nonpathogenic bacteria found in
the gut of animals and humans.
"We are looking for genes
mutator genes that influence frequency of mutations," Fowler explained. An understanding of how
imitator genes operate in nonpathogenic
bacteria, such as E. coli, may eventual’
help scientists understand similar
mechanisms in disease-causing bacteri,i

Evergreen Valley College offers two exciting
programs of General Education Courses
transferable to SISU.
Intersession Courses: Jan 4 - 23 (earn 3 to 6 units in 14 days)
Register at EVC Admissions & Records Office
Mon. - Thurs. 9:00 am.-9:00 p.m.
Fri.
9-.00 am.-5:00 p.m.
SaLlSun. Mini Semester Courses: Feb. 20-June 3 (earn 3 to
6 credits in 12 weeks)
" Register. Sat., Feb. 6 9:00 a.m.-1:00 p.m.
Sat., Feb. 20--9:00 a.m.-1:00 pm.
Sat., Feb. 27-.9:00 a.m.-1:0:10 p.m.
Day & Evening offerings include courses in:
*Communication In The English Language
And Critical Thinking
*Physical Universe And Life Fortns
And Mathematics
*Arts, Literature, Philosophy And
Foreign Language
*Social, Political And Economic
Institutions
And Self-Development

Ulour Understanding
Valley College
wn trings Evergreen
3095 Yerba Buena Road
For information call: (408) 270-6441
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and viruses responsible for diseases
such as acquired immune deficiency
syndrome (AIDS).
Although the majority of funds are
granted to the schools of Science and
Engineering, research is not limited to
these departments. Grants arc avwarded
to all schools of the university, including Education, Social Sciences, Applied
Arts and Sciences, and Social Work.
The Center for Career and Vocational Assessments for Handicapped is
funded by the Packard Foundation, a
non-profit organization founded by
David and Lucille Packard of HewlettPackard fame to support projects like
the onc at San Jose State.
Kim Brosnahan, a graduate student
working in the program, says the cenicr
provides vocational and career counseling for physically and mentally handi-

capped students. Three types of evaluations arc available to help students
determine the type of work they are able
to do and the subjects they would like to
study.
According to Serena Stanford,
students can get involved in research
with faculty who already have grants, or
they can apply for a small amount of
grant money of their own through their
school. The amount of money welt
sch(x)I receives to distribute to students
depends on the amount of research done
in the school.
Students who cannot gct funding
have only one othcr option, according to
Stanford they can do research at their
own expense. Many graduate students
working on mastcr’s theses do exactly
that. Any costs for materials needed for
the project come out of the students’

own pockets.
Three students are working for
Fowler under the Minority Biomedical
Research Support Program which is
funded by the National Institute of
Health.
"(The grant) prepares minority
students for graduate research careers by
giving diem a taste of research early
on,- bowler said.
The minority program is one of the
largest funded pmgrams in the School
of Science under project director Robert
Hicks, a professor in the psychology
department.
Celso "l’ahorga, an undergraduate
molecular biology student working with
Fowler, has been involved with the
minority progrtun for three years. As a
result of the program, Taborga had the
opportunity to present results of his

Summer’s Right
Around the Corner!
Sure, school may be in session, but that doesn’t mean you can’t enjoy a
summer break. Because at Executan summer never ends! And it’s right around the corner at arty one ot
four convenient, state-of.the.art Executan locations!
So keep that summer spirit with a super tan at Executan Wolff System Sun Centers!
Call today to schedule your appointment.
Ey
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358-7866
Los Gatos: 798.10 Blossom
Saratoga: 106 El Paseo de S
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996-0500
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San Jose: 1058 Leigh Aveniii 947-7866
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ESPRESSO BAR
GALLERY

Special Orders
Magazines
Cards
1318 Lincoln Ave.
San Jose, CA 95125
OPEN EVERY DAY
Sun. 10am-5:30pm
Mon. 6:30am-5:30pm
Tu.-Thu. 6:30am-9:00pm
Fri. 6:30am-10:00pm
Sat. 10am-10pm
PHONE(408)286-3981

With
minimum
purchase
of $100
expires 12/31/87

Bring this gift cettificate and
choose from our entire
selection of rings, earrings
pendants, pearl necklaces,
chains, charms, and bracelets.

A &R Jewelry
798 Blossom Hill Rd
KINGSCOURT CENTER
Los Gatos

358-4155

Michael Chow

research.
La.st year, Taborga won a prize for
his presentation at the Los Angeles
Society for Advancement of Chicanos
and Native Americans in Science. Most
recently, he presented his data at the
Minority Biomedical Research Support
F’rogram and Minorities Access to
Research Careers National Conference
Wa.shington, D.C.
Edith Ombao, a graduate student in
psychology also presented research
results at the National Conference. Shc
described the Washington conference a.s
an opportunity for a "more in depth
discussion between researcher and
audience." Ombao said it takes sheer
motivation for students who want
research experience, but that it was
worth it.
"Just don’t give up," shc urged.
Robert Anderson’s NASA project
also includes students. Although
Anderson is on sabbatical this semester,
his student.s continue the research under
the guidance of several NASA engineers.
"(The students) arc not go-fers
they don’t wash labwarc," Anderson
said. "The focus always has been that,
yes, we do a service for NASA, but we
always had an understanding that we
never do anything that wasn’t proles24 -- Access

Kim Brosnahan explains a dexterity test to William Wilburn.
sionally challenging."
According to Serena Stanford, the
opportunity for "profesionally challenging" grant-sponsored research at San
Jose State, and the CSU system as a
whole, will be changing. Stanford said a
proposal will be presented to the state
Legislature and the Califomia Post Secondary Education Commission which
would allow thc CSU system to offer
doctoral programs. It would also make it
possible for thc legislature to set aside
money to support specific projects. As it
stands now, the UC system is the sole
provider of doctoral degrees among
California’s public schools.
Whether or not San Jose State cvcr
offers a doctoral program, research will
remain an important aspect of the
university, because it provides students
with opt)ortunities to work with scientists in the field hands-on learning at
its best.
Kars Myers Is senior biological
sciences major.
Photographers Michael Chow and
Mle Lynn Tsujimoto re senior photojournalism majors.

City
By Michael Lewis
Illustrations By Doug Duril

Does it happen to you a.s much as it
happens to mc? You get your check, pay
all those frivolous expenses like tuition,
food, hills and rent, and you’re left with
a social budget that would embarrass
Gandhi. Not only is next week’s chcck
already spent; so is every week as far as
you can tell. Nlaybe a lottery win is just
around the comer, but I wouldn’t bet on
it. Hell, the only affordable fun is
closing my eyes and choosing what
Ibvor of Top Ramen to cat for dinner.
It’s thesd situations that push a person
to show what he is made of, to ask
himself, "Am I going to sit home and
stare at a bunch of noodles that taste the
same no matter what flavor I pick, or ain
I going to have fun?"
One of the biggest expenses many
student.s have is food. But does it have
to be? Not necessarily, if you remember
two key words: happy hour. Going to
the right bar at the right timc can make a
world of difference.
The Baja Cafe, located on Hamilton
Avenue in Campbell, is perhaps the
most bountiful buffet amund. Monday
through Friday, from 5 to 8 p.m., the
dance floor is transformed into an hors
d’oeuvre heaven. Tacos, burritos,
tostadas, chips and salsa, cold cuts and
fresh vegetables are offered all you
can cat. Best of all, the buffet is free.
I know what you arc thinking:
outrageous drink prices and a tcn drink
minimum. Wrong. In fact, the margarita.s and draft beer are only a dollar
during these hours and there is no drink
minimum. Now, don’t expect to go in
there and not order a drink at all. The
Baja doesn’t want freeloaders.
If you just want a good, cheap bite to

cat within walking distance of campus,
it is sometimes easy to tell which places
are good and cheap by the number of
bikes outside and the number of
backpacks insidc. Thc finest example of
a student restaurant off- campus is,
without a doubt, Peanuts on San
Fernando Street.
Peanuts has been serving San Jose
State University students for a long time
and for several good reasons: low
prices, quick service and pretty good
food. 1 darc anyone to show me a better
breakfa.st special near campus. At lunch,
most of the items arc in the two dollar
range and all of the sandwiches come
with fries. As an added bonus, from 2 to
4 p.m., Peanuts has their own happy
hour with 55 cent draft beer. (I can attest
to its therapeutic value after a rough
class.)
One of my favorites, half a block

south of Moulder Hall on 10th Street, is
the burrito place extraordinaire, Super
Taqueria. This is some of thc best
Mexican food in downtown San Jose.
The burritos are large and made of real
sliced steak (not the pseudo-Mexican
fciod, like Taco Bell) with just the right
amount of spices. Super Taqucria also
offers the usual variety of Mexican
food, such as tacos, quesadillas and
tortas. Most prices arc still well under
three dollars and the portions are a.s
large as ever.
Lastly, Pizza-A-GoGo on Santa
Clara Street deserves mention. Pizz.a-AGoGo is the only establishment mentioned so far that actively seeks the
college crowd. Manager Todd Hirsch
states, "We want the college crowd. The
specials in drinks and pizza are with the
SJSU students in mind." Piz2.a-A-GoGo
offers three specials on a regular basis.
On Monday, it’s two-for-one medium
pizz.as. On Thursday, bottles of Corona
Mexican beer arc sold for only a dollar.
On Sunday, all you can cat pizza and
drink (domestic beer and soft drinks) is
offered for five dollars. Any way you
slice it, GoGo’s specials arc a good deal.
Around campus, if you arc It)oking for
fun that doesn’t require a partner, the
pickings are mighty slim. However,
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there are two small clubs on First Street
that deserve to be checked out.
F:u li pia (upstairs, above the restaurant by the same name) is located
across from Underground Records. The
small, dark bar has become one of the
fcw clubs in downtown San Jose where
it is possible to gct a ta.ste of local
music. Progressive bands, some good,
somc not, are playing every week. The
drinks are cheap (which really helps the
occasional lousy band start to sound
better) and the service is great. Recently,
the management experimented v. a
comedy show. The cover charge was
only five dollars and I witnessed two of
the best comedians I have ever seen.
MarsugPs, just a block away from
Eulipia on First Street, is another
showcase for kx:al music talent. The
music is more mainstream and some of
the top local talent performs herc.
Again, prices arc low and service is
friendly.
If night life isn’t for you, never fear;
there are plenty of things to do before
dark.

During the day, San Jose is like many
valley towns; everyone leaves the city to
go find something to do. Consequently,
many local places get overlooked.
Did you know San Jose has a zoo?
On Sauer Road, about three miles from
campus, is Happy Hollow Park and
Zoo. Thc park is open from 10 a.m. to 5
p.m. every day except Christmas.
General adult admission is a paltry tvvo
dollars. Even though it is a small zoo, it
does house quite a few interesting
animals including a perpetually perturbed grizzly bear.
Along with admission to the zoo is
entrance to Happy Hollow children’s
park. Surc, it is mostly aimed at kids,
but there is a lot of nicc picnic area and
plenty of stuff to climb on, should you
feel childish. (I can also attest thc
therapeutic value of occa.sionally being
childish.)
Nloving east toward the mountains is
Alum Rock Park. Alum Rock is a
rugged, mountainous park with a special
feature horseback riding. The rai k
of lers a choice of four trail.; and three

skill levels to ride, ranging from
beginner to expert. Large amounts of
running room arc available for the
advanced riders. Alum Rock is open
everyday from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and the
horses rent for S10.00 an hour. The
riding is a bkist, even for beginners like
myself.
If indoor culture is more your speed,
the San Jose Museum of Art is for
you. Located on the corner of Market
and San Fernando streets, it is, unfortunately, onc of the best kept secrets in
downtown San Jose. The museum has
an amazing array of artists from new to
progressive to more conventional.
Admission is fre,e.
I realize I have only scratched the
surface in South Bay low cost fun. So if
you find yourself bored, or you just
need to get away from campus, go
adventuring for fun, inexpensive places
in the South Bay.
Michael Lewis, a junior journalism
major, le planning a guidebook to
Inexpensive fun In the South Bay.
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EroI Gunan
Espresso Encounter
Old Cafeteria
San Jose State
As early as 7:30 a.m. students
are lining up for their first dose
of the brain-brightening brew at
San Jose State’s popular
Espresso Encounter. Espresso
Encounter’s phenomenal
success is attributed to exposure to current food trends,
and increase in travel and the
influx of intemational students
on campus, resulting in a more
knowledgeable, sophisticated
student population. Espresso
Encounter features a huge.
ornate espresso machine that
pumps out espresso. cappuccino and steamed milk drinks
Almond and cinnamon croissants and fresh -baked cakes
feed the early study crowd.
Whole coffee beans, sold by
the pound, are available to
grind for use at home. Hours.
Mon.-Thur. 6:45 a.m.-9 p.m.,
Fn. 6:45 a.m.-7:30 p.m.

For the
love of
coffee
By Dona Ley Va
The aroma of freshly brewed coffee
is like a magnet. Whether it lures you
from a cozy bed, or beckons from thc
portal of a coffeehouse, if you are a
coffee lover, there is little you can do to
resisi
The South Bay hosts an appealing
collection of coffee merchants, ranging
from traditional old-world coffeehouses
to budding cafes that feature fresh roasted beans on site.
In recent years, the cachet of coffix
has attracted a young, upscale group of
folks who are responsible for bringing a
unique coffeehouse way of life back into
vogue. The coffeehouse becomes a sort
of living room away from home, where
comfortable midday breaks arc obliged
And where bleak afternoons dissolve
Fall/Winter 1987 -- 27

Peter Lacich (left) and Jeff Ruge
prepare morning coffee.
amidst the steaming brew and friendly
chatter. Customers can linger and
reflect or browse through the daily paper
without thc least bit of pressure from the
management.
Once considered Bohemian haunts,
today’s coffeehouses attract young
professionals, neighborhood residents,
students and artists of all persuasions.
The homey, relaxed atmosphere is
conducive to writing letters, group
studying or simply rediscovering the art
of conver.sation.
With the soothing strains of
Vivaldi’s "Four Seasons" in the background and pleasant, animated faces
pecking out from secluded alcoves, the
atmosphere is nothing less than uplifting. The overall feeling is one of safety
and nourishment, like strong hands
pressing you back together when you’re
about to fall apart. Sitting for hours over
a cup of coffee, away from the harshness and problems of everyday life, can
become habit forming.
There is something to be said about
the longevity of the traditional coffeehouse aura. and the lure of the aromatic
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Printer’s Inc.
Bookstore
and Coffeehouse
310 California St., Palo
Alto
One of the
finest and most
organized collections of
books and
magazines in
the South Bay
can be found at
Printer’s Inc.
Footstools and
chairs are
scattered
among the stacks to encourage
unrushed browsing and reading.
Printer’s Inc. satisfies the discriminating needs of a crowd of students,
professors, artists and professionals.
The sophisticated, old-world atmosphere attracts an array of colorful,
interesting patrons, which makes

Jeff Alford
Crowded bookshelves provide a
pleasant diversion.
Printer’s Inc. one of the top people watching estabfishments around.
The perfect spot for observing this
wonderful parade of people is in the

WILD STYLE
We confess, we like to deviate
from the norm. Being
different ts fun.
Command Performance.
For looks that range
from mild to wild.

Our specialized
services include:
precision haircutting
free consultations
hair coloring
perming

Command if
Performance

STY1 NG SALONS

Sunnyvale Town Center
1057 Town Center Lane
Sunnyvale 245-2746

Silver Creek Plaza
1775 E. Capitol Exp.
San Jose 270-1550

Calaveras Shopping Center Town&Country Village
179 W. Calaveras Blvd.
58 El Camino Real
Milpitas 263-4357
Palo Alto 415-329-8040
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tiny cafe section. Small ceramictopped tables and old church pews
are perfect for journalists working on
manuscripts, students, and serious
conversationalists. Coffee is sold by
the cup, with customers helping
themselves to cream, sugar and garnishes of cinnamon or cocoa.
brew has a great deal to do with it.
Coffee goes back almost 1,400 years.
The first coffee plant was cultivated in
Ethiopia around A.D. 600, after someone discovered that the seeds of its cherrylikc fruit made a pleasant tasting drink
which stimulated a sense of well-being
and induced a mental alertness. Coffee
spread north to Arabia and from therc
on to Turkey. By the late 1500s, the
beverage was an important part of
Middle Eastern life. Toward the end of
the 1600s coffee found its way to
Europe and over to the New World.
Since thc Middle East encircled the
entire coffee empire, it is no surprise
that a Jewish emigrant foundW the first
great coffeehouse in England. Coffeehouses multiplied rapidly in and around
London, and typical daily meetings
there led to the creation of the Royal
Society, Lloyd’s of London, The
Spectator newspaper and the English
Stock Exchange.
In France, coffee salons became the
rage. Thc popular Cafe Society developed among the leisured and influential
cla.sses. Regular clients included
Voltaire, who was said to drink 50 cups
of coffee a day, Rousseau, Robespierre
and Napoleon Bonaparte.
Viennese coffeehouses, replete with
delicate tempting pa.stries,

City

The Willow Glen Tatier
1318 Lincoln Ave., Willow
Glen
If the sleepy little town of Willow
Glen seems to be in a time warp,
it is because of the community’s
desire to maintain a wholesome,
friendly and unified character. The
Willow Glen Tatler embodies this
small town philosophy.
The Tatler’s intimate setting welcomes the single patron as well
as small groups. High quality new
hosted brilliant meetings of minds
among cla.ssical musicians and political
geniuses.
The coffee-loving Dutch brought
their coffeehouses along with them to
Nieuw Amsterdam, now called New
York. The famous Merchants Coffee
House in New York was used to house
President George Washington’s
inaugural celebration.
In the past century, America ha.s
witnessed the artistic importance of
coffe,ehouses in New York’s Greenwich
Village and Soho districts and the
popularity of San Francisco’s eccentric
North Beach cafes.
Today, the respect for tradition
remains intact locally, lending a continental flavor to some of the newer
coffee drinking establishments. Some
offer the unique experience of combining light meals, international books,
extensive magazine sections, and even
greeting cards and gifts
and, of
course, coffee, that elixir of midnight
scholars and the delight of connoisseurs.
Fresh-masted coffees of the highest
quality summon us in with their won-

Mie Lynn Tsujimoto

Tuesday, Wednesday
& Thursday Night

Tatler customers enjoy their coffee and good food.
and used books line the walls and
appear artfully arranged on
tables. Small groupings of tables
allow study groups or the local
French club to meet and converse
comfortably. The handsome espresso bar serves as the hub of
the shop’s activities.
derful aromas.
You might cnjoy a fresh -brewed
cup of light-bodied Hawaiian Kona or a
dark -roasted espresso steamed through a
hissing cappuccino machine. The coffee
bars also boast a long list of specialty
drinks based on coffee, arid sometimes
sweetened with liquor or other flavorings. With thc millions of pounds of
various coffees that arc shipped to the
United States every year, it is no wonder
that the average coffee consumer is
steeped in confusion.
Coffee beans are cla.ssified by their
country of origin. In general, heavierlx)died coffees come from Colombia,
13razil, Guatemala, Ethiopia, Kenya,
India and Sumatra. Lighter-bodied
coffees come primarily from the
Caribbean, Mexico, Costa Rica and
Venezuela. The Indonesian islands of
Celebes and Java produce medium bodied beans. The only North American
coffee plants arc grown in Hawaii where
we find the flavorful, light-bodied Kona
bean.
Although geographical and climatic
conditions vary greatly, there arc only
Fall/Winter 1987 -- 29
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Me Lynn Tsu,
COFFEE GLOSSARY
Espresso: Refers to the
manner in which the coffee is
brewed. Authentic espresso is
ground Italian Roast coffee
brewed in an espresso machine,
which forces steam and boiling
water through finely ground
coffee.
Romano: Espresso with a twist
of lemon.
Cappuccino: Espresso with
rich head of steamed milk
Cafe Latte: Espresso with
steamed milk and some foam.
Cafe au Lait: Half French
Roast and half steamed milk.
Coffee Mocha: Chocolate and
espresso with steamed milk.
Cafe Borgia: Espresso and
chocolate topped whipped cream
and grated orange peel.
two basic types of beans cultivated
arabica and robusta.
comniercially
l’he richer, anti more expensive, arahica
beans are sold alone as premium coffees
or combined into blends with the less
flavorful robusta, resulting in canned

By day, the Phoenix is a popular
stop for downtown businesspeople.
coffees you find on the supermarket
shelf.
Roasting brings out the aromatic
oils anti therefore the flavor of the
beans. During roa.sting, sugars in the
bean carinelize, creating a rich brown
color and a distinctive aroma and flavor.
Lighter roasts have a milder flavor;
darker roa.sts have a fuller flavor,
sometimes with bitter overtones.
There are several fairly standard degrees
of coffee masting, and from light to
dark, you may come across: American
City, or Brown Roast; Full -City Roast;
Viennese Roa.st; French Roast; anti
Italian Roast or espresso.
If all that seems a hit complex,
don’t be afraid to ask questions.
Coffeehouse personnel arc generally
experts in their knowledge of the
popular drink. With enough experimentation, you will he able to order your
own perfect cup of coffee no matter
where you go.
Dona Ley Va, a senior journalism
major, was features editor of Access
last semester.
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Phoenix Books and Espresso Cafe
17 N. San Pedro St., San
Jose
The multi -dimensional Phoenix
cafe concentrates on an intergenerational approach toward
community renewal. The
store’s main floor houses an
eclectic array of books and
magazines. Sharing this space
is an espresso cafe featuring
high -quality coffee blends and
the finest in cafe cuisine.
Strategically spaced tables
lend refuge to university
students and accomodate a
hurried lunchtime business
crowd. In the magazine nook,
a chess table awaits for
challenges between local
retirees or those with ample
time on their hands. The works
of contemporary artists grace
the walls of an upstairs gallery.
A division of the Phoenix is
Beau’s Annex, a room that is a
"home of live jazz and other
serious art forms."
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